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Deutsche Kurzfassung

Der Gegenstand dieser Dissertation ist Quarkmaterie bei hoher Dichte und (ver-
gleichsweise) niedriger Temperatur. Materie in diesem Zustand findet sich in
der Natur möglicherweise im Inneren von (manchen) Neutronensternen. Unter
"normalen" Bedingungen sind die Quarks in den Hadronen "eingesperrt" (con-
finement). Die extremen Bedingungen im Kern eines Neutronensterns könn-
en jedoch dazu führen, dass die starke Wechselwirkung zwischen den Quarks
aufgrund der asymptotischen Freiheit schwächer wird. Die Hadronen wer-
den dann aufbrechen, und für die verbleibende Wechselwirkung zwischen den
Quarks sollte zumindêst bei extrem hohen Dichten eine (quasi-)störungstheore-
tische Behandlung ausreichend sein.

Es stellt sich heraus, dass langreichweitige chromomagnetische Wechselwir-
kungen zwischen den Quarks dazu führen, dass sich kalte Quarkmaterie nicht
wie eineFermiflüssigkeit verhält. Während bei einer Fermiflüssigkeit die spezi-
fische Wärme bei tiefen Temperaturen eine lineare Funktion der Temperatur (T)
ist, ist die spezifische Wärme von normaler (nichtsupraleitender) Quarkmaterie
bei tiefen Temperaturen proportional zu TlogT. In dieser Dissertation werden
die spezifische Wärme und die Quark-Selbstenergie in normaler Quarkmaterie
ausführlich diskutiert. Eine Diskrepanz zwischen früheren Arbeiten zur spez-
ifischen Wärme wird aufgeklärt, indem aufgezeigt wird, dass in einer dieser
Arbeiten gluonische Beiträge in der Energiedichte übersehen wurden. Ausser-
dem werden in der vorliegenden Arbeit systematisch höhere Korrekturen zu
den bereits bekannten führenden Termen berechnet.

Da die Quark-Quark-Wechselwirkung durch Ein-Gluon-Austausch im Farb-
Antitriplettkanal anziehend ist, bilden Quarks bei tiefen Temperaturen Cooper-
paare, was zum Phänomen der Farbsupraleitung führt. In der Literatur wurde
in den letzten Jahren die Frage der Eich(un)abhängigkeit der Energielücke in
einem Farbsupraleiter diskutiert. Hier wird ein formaler Beweis gegeben, dass
die fermionischen Quasiteilchen-Dispersionsrelationen in einem Farbsupralei-
ter eichunabhängig sind. Das Gluonfeld hat in einem Farbsupraleiter im Allge-
meinen einen nichtverschwindenden Erwartungswert, der als effektives chemi-
sches Potential für die Farbladung wirkt. Dieser Erwartungswert wird für zwei
unterschiedliche farbsupraleitende Phasen (2SC und CFL) berechnet. Es wird
gezeigt, dass dieser Erwartungswert in führender Ordnung durch ein Tadpole-
Diagramm mit einer Quarkschleife bestimmt wird. Tadpole-Diagramme mit
Gluon- oder Nambu-Goldstone-Boson-Schleifen stellen sich im Rahmen der be-
trachteten Genauigkeit als vernachlässigbar heraus.
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Abstract

This thesis is devoted to properties of quark matter at high density and (compar-
atively) low temperature. Innature matter under these conditions can possibly
be found in the interior of (some) neutron stars. Under "normal" conditions
quarks are confined in the hadrons. Under the extreme conditions in the core
of a neutron star, however, the strong interaction between the quarks becomes
weaker because of asymptotic freedom. Then the hadrons will break up, and for
the remaining interaction between the quarks a (semi- )perturbative treatment
should be sufficient, at least at asymptotic densities.

It turns out that cold dense quark matter does not behave like a Fermi liq-
uid as a consequence of long-range chromomagnetic interactions between the
quarks. While the specific heat of a Fermi liquid is a linear function of the tem-
perature (T) at low temperature, the specific heat of normal (non-superconduc-
ting) quark matter is proportional to T logT at low temperature. In this thesis
the specific heat and the quark self energy in normal quark matter are discussed
in detail. A discrepancy between earlier papers on the specific heat is resolved
by showing that in one of these papers gluonic contributions to the energy den-
sity were overlooked. Moreover higher order corrections to the known leading
order terms are computed in this thesis in a systematic manner.

The quark-quark interaction mediated by one-gluon exchange is attractive in
the color antitriplet channel. Therefore quarks form Cooper pairs at sufficiently
small temperatures, which leads to the phenomenon of color superconductivity.
During the last years the issue of gauge (in)dependence of the color supercon-
ductivity gap has been discussed in the literature. Here a formal proof is given
that the fermionic quasiparticle dispersion relations in a color superconductor
are gauge independent. In a color superconductor the gluon field acquires a
non-vanishing expectation value in general, which acts as an effective chemical
potential for the color charge. This expectation value is computed for two dif-
ferent color superconducting phases (2SC and CFL). It is shown that at leading
order this expectation value is determined from a tadpole diagram with a quark
loop. Tadpole diagrams with gluon or Nambu-Goldstone loops turn out to be
negligible at our order of accuracy.
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"Die Astronomen müssen aus dem Strahlen den Stern erkennen - (und tap-
pen doch im Dunkeln herum, denn sie können durch ihr Verfahren, man nennt
es Spectralanalyse, doch nur die erdverwandten Stoffe auffinden - das dem Stern
Ureigene bleibt ewig unerforschlich) ... "

- Gustav Mahler in a letter to Alma Schindler
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We know four fundamental interactions in nature, namely gravitational, electro-
magnetic, weak and strong interactions. Since this thesis is devoted to proper-
ties of quark matter, we shall mainly be concerned with the strong interactions.
Today the accepted theory of strong interactions is Quantum Chromodynamics
(QeD). It is a gauge theory with gauge group SU(3)c, where the index estands
for color. The quarks belong to the fundamental representation of this group,
and the gauge bosons (gluons) belong to the adjoint representation. Denoting
the quark field with '!/Jand the gluon field with A, one writes the Lagrangian of
QeD as [1,2]

Nf

£QCD = -~F:vFa/lV +L ;Pi,! (i1/Jij - ml8ij) '!/Ji,!, (1.1)
1=1

with 1/J = l/lDw F:v = 8/lA~ - 8vA~ - grbc AtA~, and D/l,ij = 8/l8ij + igA~1ij.
In Eq. (1.1) we have written explicitly the sum over quark flavors. Apart from
the invariance under SU(3)c gauge transformations, the Lagrangian (1.1) is also
invariant under global unitary transformations in flavor space as long as the
differences of the quark masses can be neglected. In the chirallimit (ml -t 0) the
Lagrangian is even invariant under separate flavor space transformations of left
and right handed quarks, with the corresponding symmetry groups SU(N1 h
and SU(NI )R. Moreover the Lagrangian (1.1) is invariant under global U(l)
phase transformations of the quark fields, which is related to quark number
conservation!.

The quantum theory based on the Lagrangian (1.1) is renormalizable [4~5, 6].
Neglecting the quark masses for the moment, one finds for the one-loop beta
function2

g3
ß(g) = -16rr2 (11 - ~NI) . (1.2)

1At the classicallevel the Lagrangian is also invariant under axial phase transformations of the
quark fields, which constitute the group U(l)A. In the quantum theory, however, this symmetry
is broken by an anomaly, see e.g. [3].

2By now the beta function is known to four-loop order [7].
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Nature chooses Nf = 6. (For many physical situations the number of "active"
flavors is smaller than six. E.g. for the astrophysical systems, on which we
eventually focus, we need to take into account only the three lightest flavors.)
Therefore the beta function is negative, which shows that QCD possesses the
all-important property of asymptotic freedom [8, 9].

Experimental confirmations of QCD come from deep inelastic scattering ex-
periments, and other high energy processes (see [10] and references therein).
These experiments give a current world average of [10]

as(Mz) = 0.1187::l:0.002 (1.3)

with as = ~, and Mz = 91.1876::l:0.0021GeV is the mass of the Z boson.
At small energies quarks and gluons are confined into hadrons. In the con-

fined phase chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken by a non-vanishing quark
condensate (ijq), with 'Tr, K and 1] playing the role of (pseudo-)Nambu-Goldstone
bosons. The low-energy dynamics of the hadrons can be described with chiral
perturbation theory [11, 12].

From asymptotic freedom one expects at sufficiently high temperatures a
phase transition to a deconfined phase [13]. The resulting "soup" of quarks
and gluons is called quark gluon plasma (QGP). This idea is corroborated by
lattice simulations, which predict a phase transition at Tc'" 170MeV for Nf = 2
[14,15], and at Tc rv 150MeV for Nf = 3 [15]. It is assumed that the QGP existed
in the early universe. Experimentalists try to reproduce the QGP in heavy ion
collisions at SPS (CERN), at RHIC (Brookhaven), and from 2007 onwards at LHC
(CERN).

The equation of state (the pressure as a function of the temperature) of the
high temperature QGP has been computed perturbatively up to order 96 log 9
(see [16] and references therein3). The expansion in the coupling constant turns
out to be only poorly convergent for non-asymptotic temperatures. It is however
possible to improve the situation by performing systematic resummations of
the perturbative series, such as resummations within dimensional reduction [16,
19], HTL-screened perturbation theory [20, 21], or approximately selfconsistent
resummations based on the 2PI effective action, [22,23,24] which show good
agreement with the lattice data for T .<. 2Tc. For reviews on the high temperature
QGP see e. g. [25,26,27, 28, 29, 3D).

It is of great importance to understand the properties of the quark gluon
plasma also at finite chemical potential4. This region of the QCD phase diagram

3The coefficient of the g6 -term cannot be computed within perturbation theory, since Feynman
diagrams of arbitrarily high order contribute to this coefficient [17, 18], and there is no known way
of how to resum them.

4The chemical potential can be viewed as a measure for the density at a given temperature.
E.g. for an ideal relativistic gasof free fermions the particle number density is proportional to ~3
for T ~ Q. Thus a high chemical potential is equivalent to high particle number density in this
case.
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is relevant for the interior of compact stars [31, 32, 33]5. From asymptotic free-
dom one expects a phase transition to a deconfined phase to occur not only at
high temperature, but also at high density. Unfortunately one does not know
an efficient algorithm for lattice simulations at finite /-L. The reason is that the
fermion determinant in the path integral is complex at finite /-L, which precludes
Monte Carlo importance sampling. So far this "sign problem" can only be cir-
cumvented for /-L < T (see [28] and references therein). But for the region /-L »T,
which is relevant for compact stars, no method of implementing lattice simu-
lations is known to date. Therefore simplified models, such as Nambu-Jona-
Lasinio models [34, 35, 36], and (semi- )perturbative methods are the only viable
approaches at the moment. In compact stars the chemical potential might be as
large as 500 MeV. At this energy scale as (/-L) is of the order one, therefore the ap-
plicability of (semi-)perturbative methods is rather questionable. Nevertheless
one can try to extrapolate results which have been obtained for small values of
the coupling constant to larger values of the coupling constant; hoping that the
qualitative features remain valid.

Compared to the chemical potential, the temperature in the interior of a com-
pact star will be rather small (of the order of tens of keV [32]). In this region of
the QCD phase diagram quark matter is expected to be in a color supercon-
ducting phase, which is characterized by a non-vanishing diquark condensate.
Such diquark condensates can arise from the fact that one gluon exchange is
attractive in the color antitriplet channel, leading to the formation of Cooper
pairs at sufficiently small temperatures. Color superconductivity has been dis-
cussed already in the late 1970's [37, 38], but at that time it was believed that
the color superconductivity gap would be of the order 1 MeV, and thus almost
negligible. Only some years ago [39, 40] it was realized that the gap may be as
large as "" 10 - 100MeV, with corresponding critical temperatures of the order
"" 5 - 50 MeV. This discovery stimulated extensive research in this field during
the last few years, see e.g. [41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48] for reviews.

Due to the interplay of finite quark masses and the constraints from color
and electric neutrality, there may be various color superconducting phases in
the QeD phase diagram, which are distinguished mainly by the particular form
of the diquark condensate. These matters will be reviewed in more detail in
chapter 5 of this thesis.

In nature color superconducting phases could in principle be discovered
from analyses of neutron star data. There exist indeed some proposals for sig-
natures that could indicate the presence of color superconductivity. For in-
stance, the cooling behavior of a neutron star depends on the specific heat and
the neutrino emissivity, which are both sensitive to the phase structure (see
e.g. [49, 50, 51, 52, 53]). Other possible signatures include r-mode instabili-

5As far as the macroscopic structure of compact stars is concerned, the ~rvature of spacetime
is in general not negligible. However, the change in the metric is tiny for the typicallength scales
of particle physics [31). Therefore i~ is sufficient to consider the field equations of maUer in flat
spacetime.
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ties [54/ 55]/ and pulsar glitches due to crystalline structures in inhomogeneous
color superconducting phases [56].

This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we discuss some formal
properties of gauge theories, which will be used in chapter 5. In chapters 3 and
4 we compute the quark self energy and the specific heat of normal degenerate
quark matter. These results may be relevant for the cooling properties of (proto-)
neutron stars [57]. Chapter 5 is devoted to color superconductivity. We give a
general proof that the fermionie quasiparticle dispersion relations in a color su-
perconductor are gauge independent. Furthermore we compute gluon tadpole
diagrams, which are related to color neutrality. Chapter 6 finally contains our
conclusions.

Throughout this thesis we shall use the following conventions. We use nat-
ural units, fi = c = kB = 1. The Minkowski metric is gl-I.I/ = diag(l, -1, -1, -1).
Four momenta are denoted as KI-' = (ko, k). The absolute value of the three
momentum is denoted as k:= Ikl. A unit three vector is denoted as k:= k/k.
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Chapter 2

Symmetries in quantum field
theory

2.1 General gauge dependence identities

In this section we will recapitulate the derivation of a general gauge dependence
identity, following [58, 59, 60].

Let us consider an arbitrary gauge theory which is defined by an action func-
tional Sinv[CP] that is invariant under some gauge transformations,

(2.1)

Here we use the DeWitt notation [61], where an index i comprises all discrete
and continuous field labels, and a Greek index (a) comprises group and space-
time indices. E.g. for QCD,.as defined by the Lagrangian (1.1), one has explicitly
[with a f-t (x, a)]

D~ ~ (c5Uböt - grbCA~(y))c5(x - y),
-igTu'if;(y) t5(x - y),
ig7j;(y)TU t5(x - y),

i f-t At(y),

i f-t 'if;(y),
i f-t 7j;(y).

(2.2)

In general we assume that the gauge generators form an off-shell closed al-
gebra, which means that the commutator of two gauge transformations is again
a gauge transformation,

(2.3)

where the "structure constants" c~ß can in principle be field dependent.
In order to quantize the theory we have to fix the gauge freedom, e.g. with a

quadratic gauge fixing term,

(2.4)
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The quantum theory is defined via the path integral representation of the gener-
ating functional of connected Green's functions1,

With the help of a Legendre transformation

one obtains the effective action,

-i 6W[J]
<p :=~' (2.6)

1£ a change 6FO[<p]in the gauge fixing condition is accompanied by the fol-
lowing (non-local) gauge transformation,

(2.8)

the gauge fixed action Sgf will remain invariant. Here gß is the ghost propaga-
tor in a background field <p, which is defined via

(2.9)

Let us examine in which way the measure and the Faddeev Popov determinant
change under the gauge transformation (2.8) and 6Fo. From the measure we get
a Jacobian, which can be evaluated for small 6<piusing the formula

det(! + X) ~ 1 + TrX, (2.10)

which is valid if lXiii « 1. The variation of the Faddeev Popov determinant can
be calculated using Eq. (Cl). In this way we find

6 (V<pdet (F,i D~) [<pl)= V<pdet (F,i D~) [T/~~)i + 6Tr log (F,i D~)]

= V<pdet (F,i Db) [D~,igß6Fß + gßFJ (D~D;,i - D{D~) g~6P«~]. (2.11)

The first term between the brackets in the second line vanishes if D~,i = O.Using
Eqs. (2.3) and (2.9) one finds that the remaining part vanishes provided that
C!Po = O. These two conditions are fulfilled for QCI)2, and also for the Higgs
models which we will discuss in this chapter.

lWe assume for the moment that <.pi are bosonic fields in order to keep the notation simple. It
is easy to check, however, that the final identity Eq. (2.12) is also valid for the fermions in QeD,
provided one chooses suitable conventions for the fermionic derivatives.

2In order to prove this one uses the fact that the structure constants are totally antisymmetric
and that the Gell-Mann matrices are traceless.
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The only term in Eq. (2.7) which is not invariant is the source term rAcp]lpi.
Therefore we find the following gauge dependence identity,

c5r[cp] = -r,i[cp](D~[Ip]9ß[Ip]c5Fß[Ip])[<p] =: r,i[<p]c5Xi[<p], (2.12)

where we use the notation

(K[Ip])[<p]

= e-ir[c,ö] J Vip K[Ip] det (l\i[Ip]Db[lp]) exp (i (SY/[Ip] - r,i[<p](1p - <p)i)) (2.13)

for any K[Ip].
As an application let us consider the effective potential Vel I for a translation-

ally invariant system,

r[<PJlc,ö=const. = - ~f!(<p) !atx. (2.14)

In general Vel I will be a gauge dependent quantity. However, the identity (2.12)
ensures that

c5Vef!(<p) + c5Xi[<p]ÖV~~i(<P) = O. (2.15)

This is the Nielsen identity for the effective potential [59, 62], which states that
a change in the gauge fixing function (the first term on the left hand side) can
be compensated by a change in <p (the second term on the left hand side). This
identity implies that the value of the effective potential at its minimum (where
aVel 1/ acpi = 0) is gauge independent.

A further consequence of the identity (2.12) is the gauge independence of the
position of the propagator singularities [60,62,63,64], which we will discuss in
more detail in the sections 2.3 and 2.4 and in chapter 5.

2.2 Implications of global symmetries

The aim of this section is to examine the consequences of global symmetries for
the one-point and two-point functions in quantum field theory.

Let us consider an arbitrary quantum field theory with field content <I>i(x),
~i(x). We assume that the theory is invariant with respect to a group G of con-
tinuous global symmetry transformations, which act on the fields as

(2.16)

where the Yij form some representation of G. Theeffective action up to second
order can be written as

r[<I>] ~ !d4x ri(X)<I>i(X) +!d4x f\(X)~i(X)

+!atxatyrij(X,y)<I>i(X)~j(Y) + O(<I>3). (2.17)

7



We assume that the symmetry is not (spontaneously) broken. Then we have
r[lP] = r[lP'], which implies

ri(X) = 9jirj(X),
l\(x) = f'j(x)gtj,

rij(X, y) = gkirkl(X, y)gJl'

(2.18)
(2.19)

(2.20)

for all g. First let us consider Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19). With the additional as-
sumption that the representation formed by the set of all g's is non-trivial and
irreducible, these equations imply that

ri(X) = 0, f'i(X) = O. (2.21)

which means that the tadpole diagrams vanish (in other words, the expectation
values of the field operators are zero).

If we assume that the representation is unitary, we can write Eq. (2.20) as

(2.22)

If we assume furthermore that the representation is irreducible, we can now
invoke Schur's lemma, which gives the result

(2.23)

i.e. the (inverse) propagator is proportional to the unit matrix with respect to the
group indices.

Next we would like to examine in which way parity (P) and time reversal
symmetry (T) constrain the propagator. For simplicity we work in Euclidean
space and assume that our fields cpi transform under PT as3

cpi(X) ~ è)cpi( -x), (2.24)

with c(i) = :f:l. [This comprises for instance vector fields and (pseudo-)scalar
fields.] Assuming translational invariance, the bilinear part of the effective ac-
tion can be written as

(2.25)

where rij is the full inverse propagator. Invariance under PT implies

(2.26)

3No summation over the index in parentheses.
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Performing the substitution K ~ - K in the last equation and comparing it with
Eq. (2.25) we find rij(K) = c(i)c(j)rij( -K). The mere definition of the inverse
propagator implies fij(K) = f ji( - K), and therefore we have

fij(K) = c(i)c(j)rji(K). (2.27)

Using Dyson's equation
flijrjk = -81

we arrive at the following identity for the full propagator,

Sij(K) = c(i)c(j)Sji(K).

For c(i)c(j) = 1 the propagator is therefore symmetric in i and j.

2.3 Abelian Higgs model

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

This and the next section serve as an illustration of the application of the gauge
dependence identities for systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking at fi-
nite temperature. We will discuss the gauge independence of the locations of
propagator singularities, both for the Abelian and a non-Abelian Higgs model.
This is actually more than a simple exercise, since the methods that we develop
here will be useful also in the more complicated context of color superconduc-
tivity, which will be the subject of the last chapter of this thesis.

Let us also mention that the static limit of the gauged Higgs model yields the
Landau-Ginzburg Lagrangian, which can be used for instance for the descrip-
tion of superconducting systems in the vicinity of the transition temperature
[38]. In this thesis, however, we shall not go into the details of the Landau-
Ginzburg description of superconducting systems.

There exists a vast literature on various aspects of Higgs models, let us just
mention Refs. [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], in which the finite temperature
behavior of Higgs models is discussed.

2.3.1 Definition of the model

The Abelian Higgs is defined by the Lagrangian

[,inv = -!FJlvFI-'V + (DI-'<P)(DI-'<P)* - V(4))
4

with FI-'v = 0l-'Av - ovAw DI-' = al-' + ieAw 4> = ~(CPl + icp2), and

V(<P) = m24>*<P + ;! (4)*<p)2. (2.31)

The Lagrangian (2.30) is invariant under the gauge transformation

1
84> = ia4>, 8AI-' = --0l-'a. (2.32)

e
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We assume m2 < 0 so that the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken. The
expectation value of q> is taken to be real so that <PIis the Higgs boson and <P2
is the would-be Nambu-Goldstone boson. [,inv is invariant with respect to a ~2
symmetry [59]:

(2.33)

(2.34)

Following [59] we choose a gauge fixing which does not break the ~2 symmetry:

1
[,g/ = 20: (f . A + ~<P2)

with some constant ~ and fJ.l. = ôJ.I.f fJ.l. = (0, ad or fJ.l. = Uw where u/.l =
(1,0,0,0). In momentum space we write jJ.l. = ß(K)KJ.I. + ,(K)iiJ.l. with ilP =
(gJ.l.V - KJ.I. KV / K2)uv. If fJ.l. = uJ.I. we will assume ~ = 0 because otherwise time
reversal symmetry would be violated. The corresponding ghost Lagrangian is
given by

The total Lagrangian

[,ghost = ë ( -; f .a + 20:~<PI) C.

[, = [,inv + [,g/ + [,ghost

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

is still invariant under (2.33), which implies that Green functions (derivatives of
the effective action, r,ijk ... IA='P2=O,'Pl=<'ö) with an odd total number of external A-
and <P2-legswill vanish. Using Dyson's equation (2.28) is is easy to see that this
is also true for general Green functions.

2.3.2 Free propagators

The free propagators can be obtained easily by evaluating the path integral for
the free theory. One finds that the free propagators are simply given by inverting
the "coefficients" of the kinetic (bilinear) terms in the Lagrangian. If if>i(X) is the
solution of the free field equation,

6Sbil. .
6if>i(X) = Ji(X),

one finds for the free propagator

(2.38)

In this way one obtains the following tree level propagators for the Abelian
Higgs model (with the notation "5"=<P2):

10



1\ /.L5
L..l.(0)

~55 =(0)

~ 'PI 'PI =(0)• where

'Y2k2 + (aK2 + K,2)(K2 - e2qi )
_ (0) V/.Lv)

(ßK2 - eK,c,ö(0))2 '
ik

K2(K2 - e2c,ö(0))(ßK2 - eK,c,ö(0))2

X [ ( -e'Y2k2c,ö(0) - K2(ßK, + aec,ö(0))(K2 - e2c,ö(0))) £/.L

+~ (2ß2 K2
Il, + aßeK2 c,ö(0)+ ae2 K,c,ö(0)) F/.L] ,

e2'Y2k2c,ö(0) + K2(K2 - e2c,ö(0))(ß2 K2 + ae2c,ö(0))
K2(K2 - e2c,ö(0))(ßK2 - eK,c,ö(0))2
1

K2 2 À -2 '- m --cp2 (0)

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.43)

(2.47)

K/.LKV IIp:nv -/.L-vA/.LV _ /.LV_ . _ __ B/.LV _ n n
- 9 K2 :n2' - :n2 '

C/.LV= ~(:n/.LKV + K/.L:nV), V/.LV = K~~V,

K/.L -/.L
£/.L=_ F/.L=~

k ' :n2'

and c,ö(0) is the position of the minimum of the tree level potential, i.e.

c,ö(0) = V -6;2. (2.46)

We notice that all the structure functions are gauge dependent at tree level apart
from ~A(O)' ~B(O) and St'o\'P1

•

The (full) propagators have the following symmetries: the definition of prop-
agators implies ~ij = ~ji, and therefore in the non-condensed notation

. f

• Invariance with respect to parity and time reversal implies (see Sec. 2.2)

~/.LV(K) = ~/.LV( -K), ~1J5(K) = _~1J5( -K). (2.48)

Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48) yield

~IJV(K) = ~VIJ(K), ~/.L5(K) = _~51J(K). (2.49)

If one used the gauge condition (2.34) with f/.L = ulJ and Il, =1= 0, (2.48) and (2.49)
would not be valid, and an explicit calculation shows that a term which is anti-
symmetric in /-LV would indeed appear already in the tree level propagator ~(~.
We may parametrize the full propagators as follows:

~/.LV ~AAIJV + ~BBIJV + b.cC/.LV + ~DV/.LV, (2.50)

~/.L5 = ~1£1J + ~2F/.L, (2.51)
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We perform an analogous decomposition for the two-point functions f loW and
f JJ5 which are obtained from the effective action. These are one-particle irre-
ducible apart from possible tadpole insertions. We also define self energies in
the usual manner as Ilij = D.~)ij - D.i/.

With the help of Dyson's equation (2.28) one can express the structure func-
tions of the full propagators in terms of the self energies in the following way:

D.A
1

(2.52)-- ,
fA

D.B
fi - f55f Dii,2 (2.53)

-fifB + 2flf2fe + f~fD + f55(f~ + fBfD)n2'

D.e
flf2 + f55fen2 .0. (2.54)fi - f55fDn2 B, •f~ + f55fBn2 .0.D.D f2 f f -2 B, (2.55)

1 - 55 Dn

.0.1 = (flfB - f2fc)n2 .0. (2.56)fi - f55fDn2 B,

.0.2
(fIfe - f2fD)n2 .0. (2.57)fi - f55fDn2 B,

.0.55
(r~ + fBfD)n2 .0. (2.58)fi - f55fDn2 B,

with

fA _(K2 - e2cpfo» + IlA, (2.59)
2-2

fB 'Y n (K2 2-2) Il (2.60)= ~ - - e cp(O) + B,

fe ß'Yk Il (2.61)= -+ e,
a •ß2K2

fD = -a- + e2cpfo) + IlD, (2.62)

fI = -i (ecp(o) + ::) k + Ill, (2.63)

f2 ~"''Y -2 Il (2.64)= --n + 2,
a

",2
f55 = K2 + - +1155. (2.65)

a

2.3.3 Gauge independence of propagator singularities

Taking the second derivative of the gauge dependence identity (2.12) one ob-.
tains

Of,ij = f,kijOXk + f,kiOX~ + f,kjOX1 + f,kOX1j. (2.66)

12



We evaluate (2.66) at A = CP2 = 0, CPl = tp. Then the last term vanishes. For the
inverse Higgs propagator we obtain in configuration space

Using translation invariance the first term on the right hand side can be rewrit-
ten as

• Inmomentum space we obtain therefore

bT'PI'PI + 8tp :tpf 'PI'PI = 2f 'PI'PI8X~II

or
â'Ll-1 + ,-_A-l - 2A-1 1:X'PIu 'Pl 'Pl ucp âtp U'PI 'Pl - U'PI 'Pl U ,CPI'

(2.69)

(2.70)

with 8tp := -8XCPI (z = 0). In a similar way one obtains for the gauge field
propagator

8LlIJ.v + 8tp~LlIJ.v = -LlIJ.P8Xv - LlvP8XIJ. - LlIJ.58Xv - Llv58XIJ. (2.71)âtp ,p,p,5 ,5'

•
which implies

8Ll-1 +8-~Ll-lA cP âtp A

8Ll-l+8-~Ll-l =B cP âtp B

(2.72)

(2.73)

Eqs. (2.70), (2.73) and (2.72) imply that the locations of the poles of the Higgs
propagator and of the transverse and longitudinal components of the gauge
field propagator are gauge independent [62], provided that the singularities of
the 8X's do not coincide with those of !::i.CPl'Pl'LlA or LlB, respectively. In the case
of LlB one also has to take into account the various f's and ii's on the right hand
side of (2.73) [64, 60). As in [64, 60] one may argue that 8X is 1PI up to a full
ghost propagator and tadpole insertions. The singularities of the ghost propa-
gator will be different from the physical dispersion laws since there is no HTL
ghost self energy. The tadpoles are 1PI up to a full Higgs propagator evaluated

13



at zero momentum, and at this point the Higgs propagator is non-singular. In
general, the 1PI parts of 8X are expected to have no singularities, apart from pos-
sible mass-shell singularities which can be avoided by introducing an infrared
cut-off to be lifted only at the very end of the calculation [73, 74].

On the right hand side of (2.73) additional singularities arise from the factor
II K2 contained in the n's and from I/(f~ - f55f Dn2). These kinematical singu-
larities have to be excluded from the gauge independence proof. The expression
f~ - f55fDn2 is obviously gauge dependent already at tree level, and in general
according to

8[f~- f55fDn2] + 8Cp :cp[f~- f55fDn2] =

[(
2 -2 K1J.Kp -2 K1J.np)= 2 (fI - f55fDn )~ - (n f55fc + fIf2)-k- 8X~

+ (fif c - f Df2)np - 2fIf D n
2;p) 8X'!s - (f~ + n2f55f D )8X~]. (2.74)

2.4 A non-Abelian Higgs model

Let us consider a non-Abelian Higgs model with the gauge field and the scalar
field both belonging to the adjoint representation of SU(2). The Lagrangian is
given by

•

(2.75)

(2.76)

with m2 < O.We assume that the expectation value of CPa is proportional to 8a3•

Using the discrete symmetries of the Lagrangian [59], it is easy to see that the
gauge field propagator is diagonal in color space. It should be noted, however,
that the gauge field propagator in the Higgs phase is not proportional to the unit
matrix, which can be expected from the discussion in Sec. 2.2.

It turns out that the Higgs propagator !:l'P3'P3 fulfills the same gauge depen-
dence identity as in the Abelian case [Eq. (2.70)]. For the gauge field propagator
one finds that !:lr~and !:l~~ both fulfill Eqs. (2.71)-(2.73), and that !:l~~ obeys the
same gauge dependence identity as in QED [60]. The fact that the gauge depen-
dence identities are identical with those of Abelian models is of course only due
to the particular simplicity of the SU(2) model.

The SU(2) Higgs model is an interesting toy model, since we will see in
chapter 5 that also in the case of color superconductivity the gluon propagator
is in general not proportional to the unit matrix in color space.
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Chapter 3

Quark self energy in
ultradegenerate QeD

3.1 General remarks

In this chapter we will compute the quark self energy in normal ultradegenerate
QCD, both at zero and (small) finite temperature. As discussed in the introduc-
tion, and in more detail in chapter 5, quark matter at high density and suffi-
ciently small temperature is actually in a color superconducting phase. Never-
theless, it is interesting to study also the properties of normal, i.e. non-supercon-
ducting quark matter. First, a good understanding of normal quark matter is cer-
tainly helpful before tackling the more complicated case of color superconduc-
tivity. Moreover, it is conceivable that quark matter in young (proto- )neutron
stars is already dense enough for deconfinement, but still not cold enough for
color superconductivity. If this is the case, the results of our computations will
be relevant in particular for the cooling behavior of proto-neutron stars.

The quark self energy will be used in the next chapter to compute the specific
heat of normal cold dense quark matter; We will evaluate the quark self energy
only on the light cone, since this is the quantity which enters the formula for the
specific heat at leading order [see Eq. (4.15) below]. Furthermore it is sufficient
for the computation of the specific heat to consider the fermionic quasiparticles
in the vicinity of the Fermi surface. Thus the quark momentum is hard, while
the momentum of the gluon in the one-loop self energy (see Fig. 3.2) may be
arbitrarily soft. Therefore [75] wehave to use a resummed gluon propagator in
order to avoid an IR divergence in the quark self energy. For this reason we will
review the computation of the HOL resummed gluon propagator in the next
section.

15



(3.1)

(3.2)

Figure 3.1: One-loop gluon self energy.

3.2 Gluon self energy

The gluon self energy at the one-loop level is given by the diagrams of Fig. 3.1.
The second one of the four diagrams depends on the chemical potential and
the temperature, while the three remaining ones give only finite temperature
corrections to the gluon self energy. Below we will only need the gluon self
energy at zero temperature, therefore we evaluate here only the diagram with
a quark loop in Fig. 3.1. For QCD the diagram contains an additional factor of
Tr[TBTb] = ~8Bb compared to the photon self energy in QED. In the following
we shall drop the Kronecker delta, and define

{

g2Nf QeD
2 2' ,

geff =
g2Nf, QED.

Then our final results will be applicable both for QCD and QED.
In the imaginary time formalism [76] we get for the second diagram of Fig.

3.1

J d3k
fIJLv(iw, q) = -g;ffT L (271")3Tr h'JLSo(K - QhvSo(K)],

Wn

where QJL = (iw, q) and KJL = (iwn, k), and the free quark propagator is given
by

•

with

So (iwn, k) = roo dko _IK_p._o(_K_)_
. 1-00 271"ko - ~Wn- J1.

(3.3)

po(K) = 271"sgn(ko) 8 (k~ - k2
) =i[8(ko - k) - 8(ko + k)]. (3.4)

Using the methods outlined in appendix A it is straightforward to evaluate the
Matsubara sum in Eq. (3.2),

T ~ 1 1 = nf(ko - J1.) - nf(po - J1.) (3.5)
7;: ko - iWn - J1. Po - iWn + iw - JI. ko - Po - iw '

where nf is the Fermi-Dirac distribution defined in Eq. (A.l3). Afterperforming
the Dirac trace in Eq. (3.2) we get [77],

. 2 J d3k roo dko (Xl dpo
fIJLv(~w,q) = -4geff (271")31_00 27r 1-00 271"po(ko,k)po(Po,p)
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(3.6)

(3.7)

where p = k - q. Now we can perform the analytic continuation iw ~ qo + i'f/
to get the retarded self energy. Using

1 1--. = 'P- - 6(x)
x+~'f/ x

we can separate the real and imaginary parts of the self energy. It is convenient
to define

with up. = (1,0,0,0). These two structure functions are related to the transverse
and longitudinal self energies via•

II .- gp.vIIC .- p.v, (3.8)

(3.9)

(3.12)
•

After subtraction of the vacuum contribution one finds for the real parts [78]

ReIIc(qo, q) = g;~ (>0 dk n(k)
1r Jo

x (4k + qÔ - q2 log I(2k + qo + q)(2k - qo + q) I) , (3.10)
2q (2k + qo - q)(2k - qo - q)

g2 100 [( q Iq + q I)ReIIH(qo,q) = e~ dkn(k) 2k 1- ~log _0_
1r 0 q qo - q

+ (2k + qo + q)(2k + qo - q) log 12k + qo + q I
4q 2k + qo - q

_ (2k - qo - q)(2k - qo + q) log 12k - qo - q I] , (3.11)
4q 2k - qo + q

where we use the abbreviation

1
n(k) = 2" (nf(k - J.1.) + nf(k + J.1.)) •

For the imaginary parts one finds [77]

ImIIc,H(qo, q) = -~(1r~,H(qO' q) - 1r~,H( -Po,p)), (3.13)

with

g2 100 .1r~(qO,q) = ~ dkn(k)(qô - q2)F(k,qo,q),
1rp 0

g2 1001rt(qO, q) = ~ dk n(k)(2k + q - qo)(2k - q - qo)F(k, qo, q),
21rp 0
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where

(3.20)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.17)

•

F(k, qo, q) := sgn(k - qo)8(1k - ql ~ Jk - qol ~ Ik + ql), (3.16)

where we use the notation 8(true expression) = 1and 8(false expression) = O.
In general the remaining integrations over k can be performed analytically

only for the imaginary parts [77]. In the zero temperature limit, however, a
closed result can be obtained also for the real parts. In this limit one finds for for
Ihand TIT for qo ~. 0 [77]

I g;ff (q2 - qÔ) [ 2 1 ( ]
ReTIL(qO, q) T=O = 481T2q2 32J1. + qN qo, q) ,

2

ReTIT(qO,q)IT=O = 9:;~q3 [16J1.2q (q2 + 2q5)

+ (q2 - q5) (6q2M(qo,q) - N(qO,q»)],

g;ff (q2 - qÔ)
ImTIL(qO, q)IT-O = - 48 3- 1Tq

X [W(qO, q)U(qo, q) - W( -qo, q)U( -qo, q)],

g;ff (q2 - q5)
ImTIT(qO, q)IT=o = 961Tq3

X [ (W(qO, q) + 6q2) U(qO, q) - (W( -qo, q) + 6q2) U( -qo, q)],

where we have used the abbreviations [77]

U(qO, q) = (2J1.- Iqo+ qI)8(2J1. - Iqo+ ql), (3.21)

V(qO, q) (2J1.- q - qo)(2J1. + 2q - qo), (3.22)

W(qO, q) 8(qo + q)V(qO, q) + 8( -qo - q)V( -qo, -q), (3.23)

R(qo, q) = (qO + q) log Iqo+ qJ - (2j.L+ qo + q) log J2j.L+ qo + ql, (3.24)

S(qO, q) (-12j.L2qo + (2q - qo)(q + qO)2) log Iqo + ql •+(2j.L - 2q + qo)(2j.L+ q + qo)2log 12j.L+ q + qoJ, (3.25)

M(qo, q) R(qo, q) - R(qo, -q) + R( -qo, q) - R( -qo, -q), (3.26)

N(qo, q) = S(qO, q) - S(qO, -q) + S( -qo, q) - S( -qo, -q). (3.27)

If q, qo « j.Lthe leading contribution to the self energy is quadratic in j.L.This
contribution comes from hard momenta in the quark loop (k '" j.L), therefore
the corresponding self energy ist called Hard Dense Loop (HDL) self energy
[75,79,80,81]. In the following we shall denote the HDL approximation with a
tilde O. The explicit expressions are considerably simpler than the generalones
given above [76],

Refh(qo, q) (3.28)
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(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

ReÏIr{qo, q)

ImÏh{qo,q)

ImÏIr{qO, q)

m2qO (qO + q2 -q810g/qO+ql),
q q 2q2 qo - q

2qO (q2 - qZ) 8{ 2 2)= m 3 7r - q - qo ,
q

2qO (q2 - qÔ) 8{ 2 2)
-m 2q3 'Ir q - qo ,

where m2 = g;ffJ1.2/{2'1r2). The leading finite temperature corrections have the
same functional dependence on qo and q, one only has to include a finite tem-
perature correction into m2• For QCD one finds

•
(3.32)

where the contribution proportional to Ne comesfrom.the gluon and ghost loops
in Fig. 3.1. The part of the gluon self energy which is quadratic in the tempera-
ture is called Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) self energy.

Using Dyson's equation IIJLv = D;J - DO,~v one can obtain the one-loop
resummed gluon propagator. In the HDL approximation one finds in covariant
gauge [76], using the tensors defined in Eqs. (2.43) and (2.44),

(3.33)

and in Coulomb gauge (see e.g. [82])

- - - qÔ - q2 Q JL Qv
DJLv{qo, q) = -DrAJLv + DL 2 gJLogvO+ ÇC--4 - (3.34)q q

where

DL
1

(3.35)=
q2 - qÔ + ÏIL

,

Dr
1

(3.36)=
q2 - qÔ + ÏIr

The HDL spectral density for the transverse part is given by

PT{qO, q) = 2 ImDr{qo + i1], q). (3.37)

In covariant gauge the longitudinal propagator contains an unphysical factor of
1/{q2 - qZ) [60,64], therefore one defines the longitudinal spectral density as

q8 - q2 -
pL(qO, q) = 2 2 ImDL(qo + i1], q). (3.38)

q

Both PT and PL contain a pole and a cut contribution. The explicit expressions
can be found in [76], and are also given in appendix B for convenience. In terms
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Figure 3.2: One-loop quark self energy with resummed gluon propagator.

of the spectral densities, the structure functions of the propagator can be written
as [76]

100dqü PT(qü, q)
2' ,-00 71" qo - qo

= 100dqü PL(qÜl q) _ ..!.-
, 2'

-00 271" qo - qo q

(3.39)

(3.40) •
3.3 Fermion self energy on the light cone

The fermion self energy is defined through

S-1(P) = S01(p) + E(P), (3.41)

where So(P) = _(.f'J-1 is the free fermion propagator, and pJ1. = (p0,i» with
pO = iWn + /-L, Wn = (2n + 1)7I"Tin the imaginary time formalism, and pJ1. = (E, i»
after analytic continuation to Minkowski space.

With the energy projection operators

(3.42)

we decompose E(P) in the quasiparticle and antiquasiparticle self energy,

and
S-1 = S-1 A + + S-1 A -'"Yo + p - p

so that S;/ = _[po =F (Ipl + E:!:)].
The one-loop fermion self energy is given by

E(P) = -92CfT L J (~:~3'"YJ1.So(P- Qh/l DJ1./I(Q),
W

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

where DJ1./Iis the gauge boson propagator.
Following [83] we introduce an intermediate scale q*, such that m «q* « /-L,

and we divide the q-integration into a soft part (q < q*) and a hard part (q > q*),

'" _ ",(s) + ",(h)
""'+ - ""'+ ""'+'
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(3.48)

For the hard part we can use the free gluon propagator, whereas for the soft part
we shall use the HDL resummed gluon propagator.

The hard part of the fermion self energy on the light cone in a general Cou-
lomb gauge is given by the gauge independent expression

g2C 100 11 100
~~)(E) = --8 / dql dt dro [8(ro - r) - 8(ro + r)]

rr qO -1-00
X {2 (sgn(ro) - p.q f.q) roo dqo~ [8(qo - q) - 8(qo + q)]

1-00 2q

1+ nb(qO) - nf(ro - J.L)- 8(qo) + 8(-ro)x---------------ro + qo - E - iTJ

+ (sgn(ro) + f. î» :' Inf(ro - ,,) - e( -roll }, (3.47)

where r = p - q and E = p. The distribution functions nb and n f are given
by Eqs. (A.S) and (A.13). In Eq. (3.47) we have subtracted the vacuum parts
of the distribution functions, since we know anyway that the vacuum part of
the fermion self energy on the light cone vanishes because of gauge and Lorentz
invariance. This subtraction is in fact necessary, because otherwise we would
get a spurious vacuum contribution coming from the fact the we do not use an
O(4) invariant cutoff for the energy-momentum integration. The finite-T and
finite-J.Lparts, however, are not affected by these subtleties in the UV region.

After performing the angular integration we find

~~)(E)= :;~i~dqq{2(q-lp-ql+pcoth(2~))

[
(1 + e(lp-ql-Il)/T) (1 + e(IP-ql+Il)/T)] }

+Tlog ------------ .(1 + e(p+q-Il)/T) (1 + e(p+q+Il)/T)

The integral is finite in the limitq* --+ 0, with the result

(3.49)

with MJo = 92CfJ.L2/(4rr2). Here q* enters as a correction proportional to (q* / J.L)2,
so that we can send q* to zero. Conversely we expect that in the soft contribution
we should be able to send q* to infinity without encountering divergences, as
will indeed be the case, but only after all soft contributions are added together.

For the soft part one finds on the light cone in a general Coulomb gauge the
gauge independent expression [82]

g2C lqo 11 100
~~)(E)=---!- dqq2 dt dro[8(ro-r)-8(ro+r)]

8rr 0 -1-00
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{2 (-L () '" ') foo dqo ( ) 1+ nb(qO) - nf(ro - p)
X ::r::sgn ro - p'q roq -PT qo, q .

-00 27r ro + qo 1= lEI - 2'"
+(-L ()+' ') [fOO dqo ( )l+nb(qo)-nf(rO-J.L)

::r::sgn rO r.p -2 PL qo, q +:r:: lEI .
-00 7r ro qo , - 2'"

- :2 G - n,(r, - Pl) n, (3.50)

where E = ::i:p, and PT and PL are the spectral densities of transverse and longi-
tudinal gauge bosons, as given in Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38). We may use q ~ lEI, r
because of q < q* and lEI'" J.L.Depending on the sign of E, we can drop the
term c5(ro + r) or the term c5(ro - r) in Eq. (3.50), since its contribution is sup-
pressed with '" qlE compared to the remaining contribution. Then we find for
the soft contribution to the real part of E+

ReE~) = _g8
2C

/ r. dqq2 rI dt[ roo dqo [(1- t2)PT(qO,q) + pdqo,q)]
7r Jo J -1 J -00 7r

x pl + nb(qo) - nf(E - J.L- qt) _ ~ (1 _ 2nf(E - J.L- qt»]. . (3.51)
qo - qt q2

This quantity vanishes for E = J.Lby symmetric integration. After performing
the qO-integration we therefore have

g2C r. rI
ReE~)= 47r/ Jo dqq2 J_Idt(nf(E-J.L-qt)-nf(-qt»

x(l- t2) [ReDT(qt,q) - ReDdqt,q)] , (3.52)

where DT and DL are given in Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36), respectively. For ImE+
(which receives no hard contribution) we find in an analogous way

le r. rI
ImE+ = - 87r/ Jo dqq2 J-I dt (1- t2)PT(qt,q) + pdqt,q»)

x [1+ nb(qt) - nf(E - J.L- qt)] 0 (3.53)

The antiquasiparticle self energy E~) is obtained by inserting negative values
of E in the above expressions for E~) and including an overall factor (-1). With
J.L> 0 we can then replace nf(E - J.L- qt) by 1.

3.4 Expansion for smalli E - J-li and small T

Inthis section we will perform an expansion of E+ in the region

T '" IE - J.LI ~ gJ.L~ po (3.54)

This region is relevant for the computation of the low temperature specific heat,
see chapter 4. We will use the expansion parameter a := Tim, and we define
À := (E - J.L)ITo From (3.54)we have a ~ 1 and À '" 0(1).
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3.4.1 The first few terms in the series

In the part with the transverse gluon propagator we substitute

(3.55)

(3.57)

(3.58)

After expanding the integrand with respect to a we find for the transverse con-
tribution

The z-integrations are straightforward. In the v-integrals we may send the inte-
gration limits to :1:00. Using the formulae1

100 eÀ - 1
dv------Jvla

-00 (1 + eV)(1 + eÀ-v)

= r(a + 1) [Lia+l (_e-À
) - Lia+l (_eÀ

)] Va 2: 0,

tx) eÀ - 1
J -00 dv(1 + eV)(1 + eÀ-v) log lvi

= -"fE).. + :a (Lia+d-e-À
) - Lia+1(-eÀ

)) L=o'

we find, neglecting terms which are suppressed at least with (m/q*)4,

(3.59)

Ir(o) is the Euler Gamma function, defined as r(o) := Jo
oo dtt",-Ie-t. The Gamma function

satisfies r(n) = (n - I)! for n E lN and r'(I) = -"'fE, where "'fE is Euler's constant, "'fE =
limm-+oo (2:;;'=1 t - log m) ~ 0.5772156 ... Furthermore, Lia (s) is the polylogarithm, defined as
Li",(s) = 2:;;"=1 slck-"',
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In the longitudinal part we substitute q = mx and t = au/x. In a similar way
as for the transverse part we find

(8) 2 [aÀ (2m2
) (7r2-4)a3Ioga 2 2 3]

ReE+(L) = -g ejm 87r2 log (q*)2 - 967r2 À(À + 7r ) + O(a) .

(3.60)
Turning now to ImE+ we notice that it vanishes at E = IL only in the case of

T = O.For finite temperature, however small, there is an IR divergent contribu-
tion in the transverse sector [76],

(3.61)

where the infrared cutoff may be provided at finite temperature by the nonper-
turbative magnetic screening mass of QCD. In QED, where no magnetostatic
screening is possible, a resummation of these singularities leads to nonexponen-
tial damping behavior [84].

After subtraction of the energy independent part we have

g2Cj lq
• 21

1

ImE+-ImE+IE=J.l=-82 dqq dt(nj(E-IL-qt)-nj(-qt))
7r 0 -1

X [(1 - t2)fJT(qt, q) + pL(qt, q)] . (3.62)

Following the steps which led to Eq. (3.56), we find for the transverse contribu-
tion

Using the formula2

roo eÀ - 1
i-oo dv (1 + evH1 + eÀ-v) Ivlasgn(a)

= -f(a + 1) [Lia+!( _e-À) + Lia+d _eÀ) + 2 (1 - 2-a) ((a + 1)] Va ~ 0

(3.64)

we find in a similar way as above

2((0) is the Riemann zeta function, which is defined as «(0) := L:~=l k-a == Lia(l).
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21/3 5/3
- 97r~/3 r(i) (Li5/3(-e-À)+Li5/3(-eÀ)+2(1-2-2/3)((i))

22/3 7/3
-20 277r~1/3r G) (Li7/3(-e-À) + Li7/3(-eÀ) + 2 (1 - T4

/
3
) (G))

+0(a3)}. (3.65)

For the longitudinal part we obtain

(3.66)

Putting the pieces together, and using the abbreviation é = E - J.1., we obtain
for the real part

where

fIe>.) =

12(>\)

13(>..) =

14(>..)

exp [1 - IE + l:a (Lia+! (_e-À
) - Lia+! (_eÀ

)) la=oJ, (3.68)

Ir (i) (Li5/3(-e-À) - Li5/3(-eÀ))r/5, (3.69)

Ir en (Li7/3(-e-À) - Li7/3(_eÀ)) 1
3
/
7
, (3.70)

IÀ(À2 + 7r2)11
/
3

. (3.71)

The determination of the function C3(.>') requires resummation of IR enhanced
contributions, which will be discussed in the next subsection. We note further-
more that the dependence on q* indeed drops out in the sum of the transverse
and longitudinal parts.

The functions Ji(À) show a simple asymptotic behavior. In the zero temper-
ature limit (IÀI --+ (0)3 we have liP ..) --+ IÀI. If the temperature is much higher

3This limit can be taken by replacing the distribution functions in Eq. (3.52) with their zero
temperature counterparts, or by using in Eqs. (3.68)-(3.71) the asymptotic expansion of the poly-
logarithm given e.g. in [85].
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(3.72)

than IE - MI (i.e. >. --+ 0) we have 11(>') --+ CO:= ~exp(l - IE) = 2.397357 ...
and 12,3,4(>') --+ O. For IÀI :â> Co or IÀI « Co we may approximate II (À) with
max(co, IÀI); which is qualitatively the result quoted in [86]. It should be noted,
however, that the calculation of Ref. [86]only took into account transverse gauge
bosons, and therefore the scale under the logarithm and its parametric depen-
dence on the coupling was not correctly rendered.

For the imaginary part we find

[Té 21/3 ( Té) 5/3
ImE+ - ImE+IE=Jl = 92C

jm - 247rm 91 (T) + 3457r7/3 m 92 (T)
1 ( Té) 2 22/3 ( Té) 7/3

- 64.;2 m 93 (T) + 20 637r11/3 m 94 (T)
(T)3 ) (T) 11/3]+ m d3 (~) + 0 m '

where

91 (À) 210g cosh (~) , (3.73)

92(À) [-r(i) (Li5/3(-e-À)+Li5/3(-eÀ)+2(1-2-2/3)((~))f/5, (3.74)

93(À) IÀI, (3.75)

94(À) [-r (l3D) (Li7/3(_e-À) + Li7/3( _eÀ) + 2 (1 - 2-4/3) ( G)) f/7 . (3.76)

In the zero temperature limit we have 9i(À) --+ IÀI. If the temperature is much
higher than IE - MI we have 9i(À) --+ o. Again the determination of the func-
tion d3(À) requires resummation of IR enhanced contributions, which will be
discussed in the next subsection.

Explicitly, our T = 0 result reads

E+IT~O~ ~; ~ g'Cfm{ 12:'m [lOg (4~~) + I] + 2~~~
21/3J3 (Iél) 5/3

+ 457r7/3 m (Sgn(é) - J3i)

i (C)2 22/3J3 (lcl)7/3 .
+64.;2 m - 20 1897r11/3 m (Sgn(é) + V3z)

_ 6144-2567r2+367r4 -97r6 (!...)3 [1 (mO.927 ... ) _ i7rSgn(é)]
8647r6 m og Ici 2

+o( (~t3) }, (3.77)

where we have included the zero temperature limits of C3 and d3, which will
be derived in the next subsection. We observe that the self energy at T = 0 is
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(3.78)

at leading order proportional to E log lEI, which is nonanalytic at E = O.This be-
havior is a consequence of quasistatic chromomagnetic fields, which are only dy-
namically screened. On the other hand chromoelectric fields, which are screened
by the Debye mass, give an analytic term (<x E) in the self energy at leading order,
and nonanalytic contributions (<x E3log lEI) only at higher orders.

Apart from the first logarithmic term, the leading imaginary parts contri-
buted by the transverse and longitudinal gauge bosons were known previously
[82, 87, 88]. As our results show, the damping rate obtained by adding these
two leading terms [82, 87] is actually incomplete beyond the leading term, be-
cause the subleading transverse term of order IE15/3 is larger than the leading
contribution from 2:L.

3.4.2 Evaluation of the a3-coefficient

We write the function C3(.~) in Eq. (3.67) as the sum of the transverse and the
longitudinal contribution, C3 = C3T + C3L. The terms through order a3 in the
integrand of Eq. (3.56) give the following contribution to C3r().),

c~~().) = !).().2 + 71"2)
3

x [:4 + :6 (-8 (11 - 6log (~)) + 271"2 (1 - log (~) ) )]

_ 8(24 - 71"2) [!(3 _ 2')'E».().2 + 71"2)
971"6 6

+2 :0'. (LiO+3( _e-À
) - Lio+3( _eÀ») 10=0]'

Evaluating explicitly the next few terms in the expansion of the integrand, one
finds additional contributions of order a3• They arise from the fact that the
z-integrations would be IR divergent, being screened only by Zmin = a2/3Ivl.
Therefore also terms which are formally of higher order in the integrand con-
tribute to the order a3 in the self energy. In the following we will perform a
systematic summation of all these terms.

With the substitution (3.55) the transverse gluon self energy in the HDL ap-
proximation can be written as

(

2/3 )- 2 2 a vIIT(qt, q) = geffJ1. Hr -z- , (3.79)

with some function Hr. We may neglect the term q2 - qÔ from the free propa-
gator, because this term does not become singular for small x.4 After expansion

4However, q2 and q5 would have to be taken into account when summing up the IR contri-
butions to the coefficient of aS, since for this coefficient also less IR singular contributions are
important.
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(3.80)

(3.81)

of the integrand with respect to a as in Eq. (3.56) we get then integrals of the
following type contributing to the self energy,

1 (a2/3v) n ma3vn Ivl2-n ma3v2
ma5/3 . dzz -z- rv -----=--n-2 n-2

Zm~n

[In the last step we have used the fact that ReDT(qt, q) is an even function of t.]
Now we see clearly that from arbitrary powers of a in the integrand we get
contributions to the order a3 in ReE+. The case n = 2 corresponds to the term of
order a310g a, which we have evaluated already in the previous section. As we
are interested only in contributions from the IR region, we may take 00 as upper
integration limit in Eq. (3.80), since for n > 2 we get then no contribution from
the upper integration limit. [The cases n < 2 have been evaluated explicitly in
Eq. (3.78).] Furthermore we see from Eq. (3.80) that from the v-integration we'
always get a factor

100 eÀ - 1 1
dv v2 = -.>. .>.2+ 7r2

-00 (1 + eV)(l + eÀ-v) 3 ( ).

J, (3.82)

(3.84)

(3.85)

where b = a3, and the prime denotes the omission of the tree level propaga-
tor. Eq. (3.82) is in fact independent of b, therefore we may simply set b = 1.
Summing up the (Taylor) series we find

(1) .>.(.>.2+ 7r2)
C3T('>') = c3T + 3 JI (3.83)

with

1 /00 [8Z 16(24 - 7r
2
) z2 - 1 2 - I ]

JI = --4 2 dz -2' + 3 4 + --m ReDTlq-Hqo .7r 1 7r 7rZ Z

This integral can probably not be done analytically. Numerically one finds read-
ily JI = 0.000233964448 ....

For the longitudinal part a completely analogous calculation gives

C3L = -31.>.(.>.2+ 7r2) [__ 1_'2 - -81 2 (8 - 37r2 + 2(7r2 - 4) log2) + h]
167r 12 7r

4(7r2 - 4) [1+ -(3 - 21 ).>.(.>.2+ 7r2)-12-8-7r-2- 6 E

+2:a (Lio+3(-e-À
) - Lio+3(-eÀ

)) 10=0]'
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(3.86)

(3.89)

-.
",

with
1 (,cl [Z 71"2- 4 2 - I ]h= - 471"2JI dz "2 - ----s.;- + zm ReDLlq-+zqO .

Numerically one has h = 0.000250187944 ...
The constant under the logarithm in the fourth line of Eq. (3.77) can be de-

termined from the zero temperature limit of C3(.X), with the result

exp { 12(6144 _ 256~~ + 36~4 _ 9~6) [ - 9~6( -5 + 61og2)

+7271"4(-4 + 31og2) + 12871"2(31-12Iog(~)) - 6144(7 - 6Iog(~))

+3456~6 (J, + J,)]} = 0.92789731088. . . (3.87)

Let us turn now to the imaginary part. The function d3(.>') in Eq. (3.72) can
be determined by summing up IR enhanced contributions in a similar way as in
the computation of C3(À). We find

(
1920 - 5671"2- 971"4 ) [. . ]d3(>') = 14471"5 + J3 + J4 -2(L13( _e-À

) + L13( _eÀ
)) - 3((3) ,

(3.88)
with

1 100 [4z2 64 z2 - 1 ]-8 2 - - + 3" + __ m2 ,o~lq-+zqo ,
71" I 71" 71" Z

1 roo [71" 2 I I ]J4 = 871"2JI -'2 + zm PL q-+zqo , (3.90)

where the prime denotes the omission of the tree level propagators in the spec-
tral densities. In contrast to the real part of E+, these integrals can be evaluated
analytically rather easily, as we will demonstrate in the following. After the
substitution z = 11u we can write J3 as

(3.91)

with

1 j€ [ 2 32Al = -82 du - -4 + 3271" _€ 7I"U 71"U

1 - u2 1I'2
u(1 - u2

) ]
+-3- 2 ,(3.92)

u (u2+¥(1-u2)IOgO~~)) +(1I'2U(1_u2))2

A2 = -;'1 du (--; + ~22) , (3.93)
871" €<Iul<l 7I"U 71"U

1 1 1 - u2 1A3 = -2 du --3 -lm () , (3.94)
871" €<Iul<oo u u2 + !!(1 _ u2) log 1+u+iT?

2 -1+u+177
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Imu

Reu

(3.95)

(3.96)

Figure 3.3: Integration contours for A3.

where 0 < E ~ 1. In A3 we ha:ve used the fact the the imaginary part in the
integrand vanishes for lui> I, which allows us to extend the outer limits of the
integration domain from :f:l to :f:oowithout changing the value of the integral.
It is easy to check that Al vanishes for E ~ O.For A2 we obtain

1 8 48 - 7f2
A2 = - 67f3E3 - 7f5E + 67f5 .

A3 can be written as

i { 1- u2 1
A3 = -167f2 Je du --;4 u + ~(1 _ u2) log (~~~) ,

where the contour C consists of the four straight lines pinching the real axis in
Fig. 3.3. The radius of the two small arcs in Fig. 3.3 is equal to E, whereas the
radius. of the two large arcs will be sent to infinity eventually. Since the integral
along a closed contour vanishes if the integrand is analytic in the domain en-
closed by the contour, we may replace the integral along the straight lines with
minus the integral along the arcs. After the substitution u = rép we expand the
integrand for small r to obtain the contribution from the small arcs, and for large
r to obtain the contribution from the large arcs. From the small arcs we get

and from the large arcs we get

A(2) __ 3_
3 - 167f.
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Figure 3.4: ReE~) at T = 0 (continuous curve), T = m (dashed curve), and T = 3m
(dotted curve).

Adding up the A's we find for J3 after taking the limit f --t 0

. -1152 + 407f2 + 97f4
J3 = 481f5 (3.99)

In a completely analogous way we find for the longitudinal contribution

12 - 7f2
J4 = - 647f (3.100)

Inserting these results for J3 and J4 into Eq. (3.88), and taking the zero temper-
ature limit, we find

'm (_I_d (,X») = _ 6144 - 2567f
2 + 367f

4
- 97f

6
X ~ (3.101)

}~oo 1'x13 3 8647f6 2 l

as stated in the Eq. (3.77).

3.5 Numerical results

For intermediate energies IE - /-Li ~ m the integrals in Eqs. (3.52) and (3.62) have
to be evaluated numerically. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show the real and imaginary parts
of the self energy as a function of the energy at T = 0, T = m and T = 3m.
In the imaginary part we have subtracted the quantity ImE+(E = 0) which is
divergent at finite T [see the discussion before Eq. (3.62)]. The resulting function'
ImE+(f) - ImE+(O) is even in f, which leads to a cusp for E --t 0 at T = 0, while
at finite T it vanishes quadratically for E --t O. The real part is an odd function
with respect to E. Again, the function is nonanalytic at f = 0 for T = 0, but at
finite T it is analytic at this point. At T = 0 we find

(3.102)
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Figure 3.6: Exact expression for ReL:~)IT=o (continuous curve) compared to two per-
turbative approximations (dashed curve: O(doge), dotted curve: O(é3Ioge»).

(3.103)

In Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 we show a comparison of the exact (numerical) results
at T = 0 with perturbative results as obtained from Eq. (3:77). We observe
that the leading terms (O(dog 1101) for the real part and 0(1101) for the imaginary
part) are already quite good approximations for 101m ;S 1. The higher orders
in the perturbative expansion do not lead to a considerable improvement of the
approximation, which indicates that the series converges well only for 101m « 1.

Fig. 3.8 shows a plot for the inverse group velocity [89],

-1 _ 1_ ßReL:+
vg - ßE'

Again one can see that the leading logarithmic approximation is already quite
close to the exact result for small e, while the hard contribution M~/(2E2)
[~ 92 Cf I (81r2) for é « J.l.] dominates for larger values of e.
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3.6 Fermi surface properties

The quasiparticle distribution function at zero temperature is given by

n(p) =.!. (IL dpolm----l----.ni-oe -po+p+E+{po,p)-i'f/
(3.104)

(3.105)

(3.107)

We are interested in the behavior of the distribution function for p rv J.L. A possi-
ble non-regular behavior is expected from the singularity of the integrand. Thus
we consider the quantity [90]

n'(p) :=.!. (IL dpoIm 1 . ,niIL-ö -po+p+E+(po,p)-~'f/

with 8 « J.L. We will neglect the imaginary part of the self energy in the follow-
ing, since the imaginary part does not show a logarithmic enhancement in the
vicinity of the Fermi surface. Thus we may write

fIL fIL 1n'{p) ~ dpo8(po- p - ReE+(po,p) =dpo 8(po- w(P) ~'
IL-Ö IL-Ö 1- aPo

(3.106)
where w(P) is the solution of the approximate dispersion law Po - P - ReE+ = O.
Weobtain

') . _ 1
n (p ~ 8(J.L - w(p)) 1 _ aRe!:+ I

apo po=w(p)

The second factor on the right hand side is the group velocity. In contrast to
a normal Fermi liquid it vanishes (like 1/ log Iw - J.LI) for w --+ J.L. Therefore
also the discontinuity at the Fermi surface vanishes. We remark that a similar
behavior can also be found in condensed matter physics, in the context of high-
Tc superconductors. These systems have been termed "marginal Fermi liquids"
[91].
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Chapter 4

Anomalous specific heat at low
temperature

4.1 General remarks

In this chapter we will continue our analysis of normal degenerate quark mat-
ter. We will compute the specific heat, which may be relevant for cooling of
(proto-)neutron stars at temperatures above the color superconductivity phase
transition. For a normal Fermi liquid (see Sec. 4.2) the specific heat is linear in
the temperature for small temperatures. We will see, however, that the specific
heat of cold dense quark matter contains an anomalous leading term of the order
T log T. As for the quark self energy, this logarithmic enhancement comes from
long-range chromomagnetic fields. In this chapter we will also correct an error
in a recent computation of the specific heat [92],which would have resulted in a
T3 log T behavior of the specific heat at leading order.

4.2 Landau Ferini liquid theory

In this section we will give a brief account of Landau's theory of Fermi liquids
[93, 94], with particular emphasis on the specific heat. Our presentation follows
closely Refs. [95, 96], to which we refer for further details.

To begin with, let us consider a uniform, non-relativistic1 gas of free spin-!
fermions. The ground state consists of a Fermi sea, corresponding to the occu-
pation number

n(k) = 28(kF - k),

where kF is the Fermi momentum. The total energy is given by

k2

E= L2mn(k).
k

IThe generalization of Landau's theory to relativistic systems is discussed in [97].

(4.1)

(4.2)



(4.3)

Now let us turn on interactions between the particles adiabatically. We assume
that the quantum mechanical states of the free system are gradually transformed
into states of the interacting system. If this is the case, the interacting system is
called a (Landau) Fermi liquid.

Next let us add an additional particle with momentum k (k > kF) to the free
system, and then switch on the interactions. The eigenstate of the interacting
system, which is obtained in this way, is called a quasiparticle. Denoting the
energy of a quasiparticle with €k and the chemical potential with Il, one finds
that the lifetime of quasiparticles is proportional to (€k - 1l)-2 [96,98] [see also
Eq. (3.66) above]. Therefore the concept of a quasiparticle is well-defined in the
vieinity of the Fermi surface. Since quasiparticles are adiabatically evolved from
fermions, their distribution function at finite temperature is given by the usual
Fermi-Dirac distribution,

1n(k)-----
- e(£k-p.)/T + 1.

A weak perturbation of the interacting system will induce a change 8n(k) in
the occupation number. Landau postulated that the change in the total energy
of the system is then given by2

8E =LE~8n(k) + ~L f(k, k')8n(k)8n(k'),
k k,k'

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

where E~ is the energy of a quasiparticle, and f(k, k') is the quasiparticle inter-
action. For isotropie systems the effective mass m* is defined as

kF = d€~ I .
m* dk k=kF

The specifie heat at constant volume and per unit volume is given by

Cv = ~ (OE) .
V öT v

Using Eqs. (4.3)-(4.6) one finds that the specific heat of a Fermi liquid is linear
in the temperature at low temperature (as for a free Fermi gas), Cv = ,T, where
the coefficient, is given by [96]

(4.7)

Landau's theory is corroborated by results of the microscopic theory, i.e.
quantum field theory. For instance one finds also in quantum field theory that
the specific heat of a cold fermionic system is linear in the temperature at lead-
ing order in many cases. The coefficient, can be computed e.g. from the 2PI

2For simplicity we suppress spin labels.
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(4.8)

effective action. For a theory with instantaneous four fermion interaction one
finds [90]

27r "Ç'" a I'Y = 31m~ aw log (lOk - W + ReEk(w) + i"7) w=p.'
k

where ~k(W) is the fermion self energy. Evaluating the derivative with respect
to w, one finds that the coefficient is proportional to the inverse group velocity,

-1 _ 1 _ aReEk Ivg - .aw w=p., k=on shell
(4.9)

It is clear, however, that Eq. (4.8) becomes meaningless if the group velocity
vanishes at w = J1.. In the previous chapter we did indeed encounter a situation
where this happens, namely for a system with long-range interactions. In that
case Landau's theory is not applicable, and the leading term of the specific heat
will not be linear in the temperature.

4.3 Specific heat from the entropy

The specific heat Cv at constant volume and per unit volume can be defined as
the logarithmic derivative of the entropy density with respect to temperature at
constant number density,

(4.10)

This can be rewritten in terms of derivatives at constant T or Il in the following
way [99],

(4.11)

At low temperatures only the term with the entropy contributes [100],

(as) 3Cv =T aT p. +O(T). (4.12)

The thermodynamic potential for QCD is given by the following functional
of the full propagators and self energies (assuming a ghost-free gauge) [101],

1 1
ßO[D, S] = 2"Trlog D-1 - 2"TrIlD - Tr log S-l +TrES + <I>[D,S], (4.13)

where S is the quark propagator, E is the quark self energy, D is the gluon propa-
gator, Il is the gluon self energy, and <I> is a series of 2-particle-irreducible (skele-
ton) diagrams.

Using the fact that O[D, S] is stationary with respect to variations of D and
S, one can derive an expression for the entropy which to two-loop order in the
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Figure 4.1: Sum of the gluon ring diagrams.

skeleton expansion is entirely given by propagators and self energies [24, 102].
We may neglect the contribution from longitudinal gluons, since they are sub-
ject to Debye screening and give therefore only a contribution to the normal
Fermi liquid part of the entropy. Furthermore we may neglect antiparticle con-
tributions in the fermionic sector since they would only lead to exponentially
suppressed terms, <X exp( -JLIT). Thus we find for the entropy density (with
P = -OIV)

(OP) f d4Q onb(qo) -1
S = aT /.& ~ -2Ng (27r)4 oT (ImlogDT - ImfIT ReDT)

f d4K onf(ko - JL) 1 ,
-4NNf (27r)4 aT (Imlog8+ -lm~+Re8+) +S, (4.14)

where DT1 = -qÖ + q2 + fIT and 8.+1 = -ko + k + ~+ as in chapter 3. For the
evaluation of the imaginary parts we always assume that qo and ko are replaced
by qo + iTJ and ko + iTJ, respectively [see Eqs. (A.9) and (A.12)].

In the original derivation of the anomalous specific heat in QED by Holstein
et al. [103], only the term involving 1mlog 8+1 had been takeninto account in the
formula for the entropy density. While such a formula for the entropy density is
known to be correct for standard Fermi liquid systems [90], it is not clear a priori
how to justify it for more complicated systems, which possibly exhibit devia-
tions from the Fermi liquid behavior. Therefore we will use the full expression
(4.14) to calculate the entropy density at the order g2TlogT in the following.
We will only neglect S', since it vanishes at two-loop order [102, 24], and could
therefore only give contributions which are suppressed by an additional factor
of g2.

4.3.1 Quarkpart

InEq. (4.14) we have the following contribution from the quarks,

S = -4NN f d
4
K onf(ko - JL)

(q) f (27r)4 aT

x [Im log (-ko + k + ~+) - lm~+ Re -ko +~+ ~+]
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~ -~NNf roo dk k2 roo dko önf(ko - p)
7r 10 1-00 äT

x [Im log (- ko + k) + ReE+ Im _ kol+ k] , (4.15)

•

where we have performed an expansion with respect to E+, keeping only the
free term and the term corresponding to a single quark self energy insertion.
Diagrammatically, the latter part corresponds to the sum of the gluon ring di-
agrams, see Fig. 4.1. The free term gives the particle contribution to the free
fermionic entropy density,

s~)e~ N Nf P:T. (4.16)

In the last term in Eq. (4.15) the factor 1m 1/( -ko + k) forces the self energy to
be on the light cone. From Eq. (3.67) we obtain the following approximation of
ReE+ at leading order

(4.17)

with M ex geffP, and h is some function. From the Fermi-Dirac distribution in
Eq. (4.15) we see that ko - P is of the order T. At leading logarithmic order we
may therefore drop h in Eq. (4.17), since it gives onlya 0(1) contribution to the
result. This contribution would fix the scale under the logarithm, but this scale
will be determined anyway in Sec. 4.5 using a slightly different approach. Thus
we get

We make the substitution k = Tz +p. The integral is dominated by small values
of z, therefore we may send the lower integration limit to -00. Then we obtain
at order T log T

SNLO _ g;ffNgp2T I (M) (4.19)
(q) - 367r2 og T .

This result agrees with the one of Holstein et al. [103] after correcting a factor of
4 therein, as done previously in [104].

•
4.3.2 Gluon part

The gluon part S(g) is given by the first line of Eq. (4.14). It can again be inter-
preted in terms of ring diagrams, Fig. 4.1. Using the relation [24]

ImlogD-I = arctan (R:r;~I)- 'm:(qo)O (-ReD-I), (4.20)
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(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.27)

For the cut term we use the approximation qo «: q, because it can be checked
that including terms of higher order in qo would only produce terms of higher
order than T logT (see Sec. 4.5). In this region we have from Eqs. (3.29) and
(3.31) •

•

g2 N J..L2T (MI)
S(cut) == eff36~2 log T . (4.26)

The determination of the constant M' would require a more accurate calculation
including the longitudinal mode (see Sec. 4.5), which would show that M' ex:
geffJ..L.

Next let us evaluate S(II)' Following similar steps as in the computation of
S(cut), we find

S == 2N 100dqo lqC dq q2 8nb(qO) (_ 9;ffJ..L2qO) q2
(II) 9 2 2 2!YTl 4 (2 2 ) 2-00 7r qo 7r U.L 7rq. 4 + g~ffJj qo

q 47rq

== _g;ffNgJ..L2T log (MI) .
367r2 T

We observe that at order T log T this expression just cancels the contribution
from Eq. (4.26).

Finally let us consider the pole part. In the HDL approximation we have at
low temperature J..LBr: ~ 2fIT, and therefore

J..L8S:;le) = -2Ng I (~:~48n;;o) 7r€(qo) eS (qa - q2 - RefIT) 2 RefIT

I d4Q 8nb(qo) 2 2 (2 2 -)= -47rNg (27r)4 aT (qo - q )€(qo) eS qo - q - RenT , (4.28)

2 2
n .geffJ..Lqo

T == -~ 47rq .

Introducing an UV-cutoff qc for the moment, we obtain

Ng tX) rc
2 8nb(qO) (9;ffJ..L2qO)

S(cut) == 27r3 Loo dqo J
qO

dq q aT arctan 47rq3' (4.25)

In order to evaluate this integral we make the substitution y = qo/T, x =
47rq3/(g;ffJ..L2T). Keeping only the term of order T log T, we get the (finite) re-
sult
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• Figure 4.2: Illustration of the inequality (4.31), with the plasma frequency wp normal-
ized to 1. Continuous line: wr(q), dashed line: 8(wp - q) + k8(q - wp), dash-dotted
line: wp + q.

where we have discarded contributions '" T3 which are negligible in the low-
temperature limit. Using [76]

E(qo) 0 (ReDTl) = Zr(q) (o(qO - wr(q)) - o(qO + wr(q))) (4.29)

we find

aS(pole)_ 2Ngl°Od 2anb(wr(q))( ()2 2)Z()J..L a - --2 qq !lIT' wr q - q r q .
J..L 7r 0 U.L

(4.30)

We would like to give an estimate for this integral. With the plasma frequency
wp = geffJ..L/(7r..f3) we have the inequalities

8(wp - q) + q8(q - wp) < wr(q) < Wp + q

(see Fig. 4.2), and
1

Zr(q) < 2q

(see Fig. B.2). Since we assume T « wp exgeffJ..L,we can therefore estimate

and

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

rOOd 2anb(Wr(q)) ()2Z ( ) < rood 2ônb(Wr(q)) ( + )2~Jo q q aT Wr q r q Jo q q aT wp q 2q
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l1WP d ( )2 ônb(Wp) 1100
d ( )2 Ônb(q)< "2 q q Wp + q aT + "2 q q Wp + q aT° wp

17w5
'" __ P e-wp/T (4.34)
- 24T2 .

Apart from terms '" T3 which are dropped in the derivative with respect to
J.L,this cmde estimate (which we shall refine in Sec. 4.5.5) shows that the pole
contribution is exponentially suppressed (essentially because of WT 2: wp)'

4.3.3 Result

From the previous subsections we find the following result for the entropy den-
sity at low temperature,

J.L2T g2 N J.L2T (M)
S = S(g) + S(q) ~ NNf-3- + eff36~2 log T . (4.35)

From Eq. (4.26) we see that the TlogT term can also be obtained by starting
onlywith

S'" N N J.L2T _ 2N !d
4
Q ônb(qO) I I D-1 (4.36)

- f 3 9 (27r)4 aT m og T'

This formula corresponds to integrating out the fermions, as has indeed been
done in the approach of [IOD, 105]. On the other hand, we see from Eqs. (4.15)
and (4.19) that one also gets the correct result by using the purely fermionic
expression

•

!d4 K ônf(ko - J.L)
S ~ -4NNf (27r)4 aT Imlog(-ko + k + ReE+),

which justifies the starting point of [103].

4.3.4 A note on the Sommerfeld expansion

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)

Since the inverse group velocity diverges on the Fermi surface, one might won-
der whether the coefficient of the linear power of temperature in the specific
heat should also diverge. Of course we have seen from explicit calculations that
this is not the case. In order to see in which way a straightforward application
of Fermi liquid techniques goes wrong in our case, let us consider again the
entropy density. From Eq. (4.15) we have

SNLO - -~NN 100
dk k2ônf(ko - J.L)Re~ I

- 2 f ° ° aT L.J+ T=O.
7r 0

A naive Sommerfeld expansion, assuming (erroneously) that ReE+IT=O is ana-
lytic at ko = J.L,would lead to

T ô ISNLO ~ -NNf-- (k5ReE+) = "g2J.L2T x 00",
3 ôko T=O, ko=Jl
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Then we would have for the part of the entropy density which is linear in tem-
perature

Slin. '" NN/L~T (1 + "g200"), (4.40)

Of course this equation is wrong, since the assumptionthat ReI::+/T=O is analytic
at ko = J.L is incorrect. The explicit calculation (see above) shows that instead of
a linear term with a singular coefficient, one obtains a T log T term with a finite
coefficient.

4.4 Specific heat from the energy density

The energy density can be obtained from the expectation value of the energy
momentum tensor,• u = ~ J d3x (TJo(x»),

and the specific heat is then given by

(4.41)

(4.42)

Here the temperature derivative has to be taken at constant particle number
density, in contrast to the calculation of the low temperature specific heat in the
previous section, where all temperature derivatives had to be taken at constant
chemical potential, see Eqs. (4.12), (4.14). Of course, both methods will ulti-
mately yield the same result.

In [92] the specific heat is computed using the following formula for the total
energy density,

(4.43)

where p+ is the spectral density ofthe positive energy component of the quark
propagator (see below). Itshould be noted that this formula is incorrect even for
a theory with only instantaneous interactions of the type

Hint = ~J d3xd3x' 'l/Jl(x, t)'l/Jh(x', t)Vaa/,ßßI(X - X')'l/JßI(X', t)'l/Ja/(x, t), (4.44)

in which case the correct formula reads [106]

(4.45)

The anomalous behavior of the specific heat comes from dynamically screened
interactions, whose non-instantaneous character cannot be neglected. It would
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be rather difficult to generalize Eq. (4.45) directly for non-instantaneous inter-
actions, because one would have to use an effective Hamiltonian which is non-
local in time. If one naively tries to compute the anomalous specific heat from
Eq. (4.45), the coefficient of the logarithmic term turns out to be wrong by a fac-
tor !. Therefore, we will follow a slightly different approach, using the energy
momentum tensor of QeD without integrating out the gluons.

The energy momentum tensor can be written as a sum of three pieces,

TJ1.V T.J1.V TJ1.V TJ1.V= (q) + (g) + (int.)' (4.46)

corresponding to the quark part, the gluon part, and the interaction part. The
contributions of these parts will be evaluated in the following subsections. We
will neglect gluon self interactions and ghost contributions, since they give only
higher order corrections at low temperature.

4.4.1 Quark part

The quark part is given by

•
mOO .,,- 00
.1(~ü = ~~ "pI"! a "pI,

I
(4.47)

where we have written explicitly the sum over flavor space. This is the (only)
contribution which is taken into account by Boyanovsky and de Vega [92]. Let
us repeat their calculation, but for simplicity without the renormalization group
improvement of the quark propagator proposed in [107]. As for the entropy
density is is sufficient to take into account only the positive energy component
of the quark propagator. Thus we find

(4.48)

where the spectral density is defined as p+ == ~JmS+.
Inorder to obtain the specific heat from Eq. (4.42), we have to determine first

the temperature dependence of the chemical potential from the condition

dN _ aN dJ.1.aN
dT = aT + dT aJ.1. = 0,

where the particle number density N is given by

(up to anti-particle contributions). We expand N with respect to g,

N = No + g;ffN2 + ...
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(4.55)

(4.57)

•

The free contribution No is given by

No = NNf (::2+ ~~2). (4.52)

In N2 we are only interested in contributions which contain log(M/T). Such
terms arise from infrared singlliarities from the gluon propagator, which are
dynamically screened. This corresponds to scattering processes of quarks which
are close to the Fermi surface. Therefore the anomalous terms come from the
region k '" ko '" ~, where E+ is given by (4.17) at leading order. At leading
logarithmic orderwe may again neglect the function h in Eq. (4.17). Subtracting
the temperature independent part, we find then

g;ffN2 = 2NNf J dko J (~:~3(nf(ko -~) - e(~ - ko)) 8(ko -k-ReE+)lo(9~ff)'

(4.53)
where we have approximated the spectral density with a delta function, since
the imaginary part of E+ is negligible compared to its real part. The integration
can be performed easily, with the result

2 N g;ffNgJ.1.
T21 (M) (4.54)

geff 2 ~ 367r2 og T .
We notice that this result is consistent with the result for the entropy density, Eq.
(4.35). Now we can solve Eq. (4.49) at low temperature,

d~ = _27r2T _ 92CfT la (M).
dT 3~ 18J.1. g T

The approximate solution to this differential equation is given by

(
7r2T2 g2CfT2 (M))

~(T) ~ ~(O) 1 - 3~(0)2 - 36~(0)2 log T' (4.56)

Eqs. (4.55) and (4.56) correctly reproduce the beginning of the perturbative ex-
pansions of Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38) in Ref. [92].

For the specific heat we obtain from Eq. (4.48), following the same steps as
in the ealculation of dN / dT,

2 J.1.3d~ g;ffNg~2T (M)
Cv(q) ~ N Nf~ T + N Nf 7r2 dT + 187r2 log T .

Using Eqs. (4.55) and (4.56) we find that the TlogT-terms cancel,

~2T
Cv(q) ~ NNf-3-, (4.58)

as stated in [92]. We should emphasize that this cancellation has nothing to do
with the nonperturbative renormalization group method which is employed in
[92]. It should also be noted that this renormalization group method has been
criticized recently [108], because the neglect of the ß-function in the renormal-
ization group equation used in [92, 107] does not seem to be justified.
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(4.60)

(4.63)

4.4.2 Gluon part

We now turn to the gluon part of the energy density, which has been explicitly
neglected in Ref. [92]. This is given by

T(~~ = ~(Ea. Ea + Ba . Ba) . (4.59)

Neglecting gluon self interactions, and keeping only the transverse part of the
gluon propagator, we obtain

U(g) ~ 2Ng f (~:~4nb(qo) Im ((q5 + q2) DT).

The pole contribution to this integral is again exponentially suppressed, there-
fore we only have to consider the cut contribution. At low temperature we may
neglect the temperature dependence of the gluon self energy. Subtracting a less
infrared sensitive contribution not involving the Bose distribution (correspond-
ing to the non-nb-part in Sec. 4.5), we find

After the substitution qo = Ty, q3 = g;ffJ1.2Txl(47f) the integral can be readily
done, with the result

g2 N J1.2T2
U(g) ~ eff 7;7f2 log(M IT), (4.62)

which gives the following contribution to the specific heat at order T log T,

g;ffNgJ1.2T
Gv(g) ~ 367f2 log(MIT).

Again the determination of the constant M would require a more accurate cal-
culation, similar-tothe onein Sec. 4.5.

•

4.4.3 Interaction part

The interaction part is given by

T8~t) = 9L7fif,o A~Ta1/Jf.
f

(4.64)

The expectation value of this term is essentially given by the resummed gluon
ring diagram as in Fig. 4.1. However, here only the longitudinal component
of the gluon propagator appears in the loop. This mode is subject to Debye
screening, so it can contribute only to the normal Fermi liquid part of the specific
heat.
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•

4.4.4 Result

From the previous subsections we see .that the only contribution to the specific
heat at order g2TlogT when calculated along the lines of Ref. [92] comes from
the gluon part, Eq. (4.63). While this confirms the observation of Ref. [92] that
the quark contribution of order g2T log T cancels against a similar term from the
temperature dependence of the chemical potential at fixed number density, it
shows that the neglect of the gluon contribution to the energy density in [92] is
not justified.

Our result for the specific heat from the energy density is consistent with
the result for the entropy density in Sec. 4.4. For the entropy density we found
at leading logarithmic order that it was sufficient to take into account only the
contribution of fermionic quasiparticles. For the energy density, on the other
hand, the purely fermionic formula (4.48) is not sufficient to give the correct
result.

4.5 Higher orders in the specific heat

In this section we will evaluate higher terms in the low temperature specific heat
which go beyond the leading logarithmic approximation. A convenient starting
point is the following expression for the pressure, which becomes exact in the
limit of large flavor number Nf [109,110,111],

where the inverse gauge boson propagators are given by DTI = q2 - qÖ + lIT +
Ilvac, Dil = q2 - qÖ + IlL + Ilvac, and D~ = q2 - qÖ + Ilvac. The first line of Eq.
(4.65) is simply the pressure of a free fermionic quantum gas, and the remaining
part is essentially given by the sum of gluon ring diagrams in Fig. 4.1. At finite
Nf' Eq. (4.65) with II including also the leading contributions from gluon loops
still collects all infrared-sensitive contributions up to and including three-loop
order [112, 113]. We shall however find that all contributions from gluon loops
to II are suppressed with (T/ J1.)2 in the specific heat, and will thus be negligible
for T «: J1. compared to the terms we shall keep.

In the following we will always drop temperature independent terms in the
pressure, sincethey do not contribute to the specific heatat low temperature. We
will refer to terms involving the bosonic distribution function nb as "nb-parts",
and to the remaining ones as "non-nb-parts".
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(4.66)

(4.69)

(4.70)

(4.71)

From the explicit form of the self energy (see Sec. 3.2 and [77]) we see that
the q-integration naturally splits into three regions: q < qo, qo < q < 2J.L- qo, and
2J.L- qo < q < 2J.L+ qo. We will consider these regions separately in the following.

4.5.1 Transverse contribution, region II

The nb-part of the contribution of the transverse gluons to the pressure is given
by

PT J d3q roo dqo 2 2
N

g
= -2 (211-)3Jo --:;- nb(qo)Imlog(q - qo + nT + nvac).

The cut contribution from region II is given by

Pp 100dqo 12IJ
-

QOdq q2 ImnT- = -2 - -2- nb(qo) arctan 2 2 . (4.67)
Ng 0 7r QO 27r q - qo + RenT + Renvac

As long as T « J.Lit is sufficient to take the self energy at zero temperature.
The Bose-Einstein factor and the leading term in the gluon self energy set the

characteristic scales,
qo r'V T, q ""' (g;ffJ.L2T)1/3. (4.68)

We want to perform an expansion with respect to a parameter b defined as

b:= (~)1/3
geff J.L

Itturns out that the following approximation of the gluon self energy is sufficient
through order T3 log T in the entropy density,

rv g;ff (J.L2qij J.L2q~)RenT(qO, q) -;2 7 - 3q4 '

ImnT(qO,q) ~ g;ff (_J.L
2
qO + J.L2q3 _ qqo) .

47r q q3 4

The first two terms in both lines are the leading terms of an expansion of the
HDL self energy in powers of qo. Naively counting powers of b in the integrand
one would conclude that only these terms are responsible for the coefficients
of the expansion in b, while the other terms in the self energy should give only
terms which are suppressed with additional powers of 9 in the pressure. In prin-
ciple this is correct, but it turns out that it is necessary to keep also the last term
in Eq. (4.71), which is beyond the HDL approximation. As we well see in Sec.
4.5.3 this term gives a contribution in the hard region, where the approximation
q « J.Lis not justified.

Introducing dimensionless integration variables x and y via

•

•

(4.72)
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we find after expanding the integrand with respect to b,

plI g4 4100 1 lxma
:z: [ (Y)-I... ~ effJ1. dy-- dx b6 arctan -

Ny 127r4 0 eY - 1 Xmin X

y(g2 x2 _ 64y2) 32(2x)1/3y5+ eff b8 + .bIO
8(27r2x)l/3(x2 + y2) 7r4/3(x2 + y2)2

_ 32y5(24x2y2 - 8y4 + 7r2(x2 + y2)2) b12 + O(b14)] (4.73)
37r2x(x2 + y2)3 '

withxmin = 47rb6y3 and xmax = 47r(2-b3geffy)3 j(bgeff)3. In thecoefficients ofthis
expansion we have written down only those terms which do not ultimately lead
to terms that are suppressed by explicit positive powers of geff. The integrations
are now straightforward, and we find3

plI [b6 ( (327r) 6 3) 22/3r (-~) (U~)
~ ~ g:ffJ.1.

4
727r2 log (bgeff)3 + '"'IE - 7r2(' (2) + 2 - 3V3:11/3

3
b
8

+821/3r (Ji) ((lj) bIO + 16(7r2 - 8) b12logb + ë b12 + O(b14)]. (4.74)
9V37r13/3 457r2 T

The evaluation of the constant ëT is a bit more involved because one has to sum
up an infinite series of contributions from the infrared region. This will be done
in Sec. 4.5.7.

4.5.2 Longitudinal contribution, region II

The nb-part of the contribution of the longitudinal gluons to the pressure is given
by

PL ~ _ / d
3

q 100
dqo ( )1 I (q2 - qÔ + 11£ + IIvac) (4.75)

N. (2 )3 nb qo m og 2 2 .
Y 7r 0 7r q - qo

As in the previous section the q-integration decomposes into three parts. In the
second region (qO < q < 2J.1.- qo) the characteristic scales are now

qo"'" T, q ,...,geffJ.1.. (4.76)

In a similar way as in the previous section, the gluon self energy can be approx-
imated as

2 ( 2 2 2)geff 2 J.1.qo
ReIIL(qO, q) ~ -;.2 J.1. - -r '

2 ( 2 2 3 )ImIIL(qo, q) ~ geff J.1.qo _ J.1.qo _ qqo .
27r q q3 4

3Por the y-integration one needs the following formulae valid for a> 1:

100 0-1 100 0-11
dy-y- = r(a)(a), dyy ogy = r'(a)(a) + r(a)('(a).

o eY - 1 0 eY - 1
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(4.79)

(4.81)

We introduce dimensionless integration variables y and z via

- b3 /qo - geffJ.LY, q = geffJ.LZ 1r.

Then we find after expanding the integrand with respect to b,

pli g4 J.L41°O 1 lZffil1'"...J:....==~ dy-- dz
Ng 167r2 0 eY - 1 Zmin

X [b6yz(-47r2(1 + z2) + g;ffz4) + b12y3(7r2 -12(z2 + 1)) + O(b18)] (4.80)
7r4(1 + z2)2 3z(1 + z2)3 '

with Zmin = b3Y7r and Zmax = (2/ geff - b3Y)7r. In the coefficients of this expansion
we have written down only those terms which do not ultimately lead to terms
that are suppressed by explicit positive powers of geff' The integrations are now
straightforward, and we find

P
li [b6

( ( 2 ))L 4 4 geff
N

g
== geffJ.L 487r2 1 + log 47r2

7r2 (12 7r2) ]+ 24~ b12logb + cLb12 + O(b18 10gb) .

As in the transverse sector, the determination of the constant CL requires sum-
mation of contributions from the infrared region, which will be done in Sec.
4.5.7.

4.5.3 Contributions from the upper integration limit

In this subsection we will show that the HDL approximation for the gluon self
energy is sufficient to produce the series in b, apart from the order b6, where
precisely two additional terms in the gluon the self energy are necessary, one in
the transverse part and one in the longitudinal part.

First let us focus on the transverse part. It is convenient to multiply the
denominator and the numerator of the argument of the arctangent in Eq. (4.67)
with a factor xl/3/(g;ffJ.L2b2). Dropping numerical factors, and also powers of y,
we have then the following effective power counting rules:

•

(4.82)

(4.83)

(4.84)

(4.85)

where n, r, s, tE No. Here the third line corresponds to a HDL contribution, and
the last line corresponds to terms beyond the HDL approximation. At first sight,
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(4.88)

(4.89)
(4.90)

(4.91)

•

we would expect that contributions from the last line (when r + s + t > 0) could
only produce terms which are suppressed with powers of geff in the pressure. A
more careful analysis is required, however, since the upper integration limit is
proportional to 1/ g~ff' which might invalidate the naive power counting in the

. integrand.
After the Taylor expansion with respect to b, the term of order b6+2M in the

integrand will have the following general structure for M ~ 1,

4 4b6 P2M ( )
gefffL (x2 + y2)M' 4.86

where P2M is of the order b2M. We note that P2M is a polynomial of degree 2M
in the expressions on the right hand sides of Eqs. (4.82)-(4.85). This can be seen
from expanding first ReIIT and ImIIT, and then the arctangent, with respect to
b. Each term in this polynomial contains at least one factor which comes from
ImIIT, and at least one factor which comes from q2 - qÖ + ReIIT' Explicitly, we
find contributions to the pressure of the following type from the region of large
x in (4.86),4

jl/(bgeff)3 b6+2M f!. 'Y c. 6 e.

UM:= g:fffL4 dx x2M xa+3 IIX-=t(g;ffX)d; IIX-T(g;ffX)/i, (4.87)
i=l j=l

where xa+~ comes from the free gluon propagator, the first product comes from
ReIIT, and the second one from ImIIT' The parameters Ci, ß, 'Y, &, Ci, diT ej, and
fj are natural numbers (including zero). The properties of P2M listed above lead
to the following set of restrictions for these parameters,

'Y 6

4ß + 2LCi + 2 I::ej = 2M,
i=l j=l

Ci + ß + 'Y + & - 2M,
Ci + ß + 'Y > 1,

& > 1.

We can eliminate Ci and ß in Eq. (4.87) with the help of Eqs. (4.88) and (4.89).
After performing the integration we obtain

(4.92)

(4.93)

where the exponents are given by

'Y 0

V = 3( 1 + M + 'Y + & - L di - L fj) ,
i=l j=l

4The upper integration limit in Eq. (4.87) corresponds to qmaz = 2JL. Actually there exists no
sharp upper cutoff if one takes the gluon self energy at finite temperature. There is only a "fuzzy"
cutoff which is smeared over a region of size b.q '" T. However, this effect gives only corrections
of order T/ JL '" geffb3•
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'Y 6
w = -3 + M + 3, + 38 - L:di - L: fj.

, i=l j=l
(4.94)

I
I
I

We are interested in contributions with w ::; O. Therefore we obtain from (4.91)
and (4.94)

1 'Y 6
"3 (3 - M - 3, + L:di + L:fj) ~ 8 ~ 1.

i=l j=l

Furthermore we get from ß ~ 0 using Eq. (4.88)

'Y 6
M - L:Ci - L:ej ~ O.

i=l j=l

Combining the inequalities (4.95) and (4.96) we get

'Y 6

3, + L:(Ci - di) + L:(ej -Ii) ::;O.
i=l j=l

Comparing (4.85) and (4.87) we find Ci - di ~ -1, and therefore

'Y

L:(Ci - dï) ~ -'Y. '
i=l

(4.95)

(4.96)

(4.97)

(4.98)

•

(4.99)

Inorder to proceed we have to take a closer look at the structure of ImIIT. In the
explicit zero temperature expression

I II g;ff ( 12J.L2qo 3 12J.L2qg 2qg q8)m T=- ----- qqo+---+-+-
487l" q q q q3

we have ej = fj = 0 for the first term, ej = fj = 1 for the second one, and
ej - fj > 0 for the three remaining ones. Finite temperature corrections to ImIIT
also have ej - fj > O.Because of (4.98) and 'Y ~ 0 we conclude that the inequality
(4.97) can only be satisfied for 'Y = 0 and for contributions which come from the
first two terms of ImIIT in Eq. (4.99). We write

(4.100)

(4.101)

where 81 and 82 denote the numbers of factors in Eq. (4.87) which come from the
first and the second term of ImIIT, respectively. We note that

6 6
L:ej = Lfj = 82,

j=l j=l

Therefore the inequalities (4.95) and (4.96) are reduced to

1
3(3 - M + 82) ~ 81 + 82 ~ 1, M - 82 ~ O.
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The condition a ~ 0 gives with the help of Eqs. (4.88)/ (4.89) and (4.101)

3M - 2(h - 152 ~ o.

The last inequality to be satisfied is (4.90)/ which gives (using Eq. (4.89»

(4.103)

(4.104)

The only solution of the system (4.102)-(4.104)with non-negative 151 and 152 is

(4.105)

We conclude that the only contribution from the upper integration limit that is
not suppressed with powers of geff arises from the following set of parameters
in Eq. (4.87)/

(M,a,ß,"(,t5) = (1,1,0,0,1), (e1,h) = (1,1), (4.106)

(4.107)

which gives v = 6 and w = 0 for the exponents in Eq. (4.92). Explicitly, we have
the following contribution to the pressure in this case,

j1/(bgefr)3
giffJ.t4 dxb8g;ffX-1/3 '" giffJ.t4b6.

We have. thus shown that this is the only contribution in the whole series in b
(for M ~ 1) which comes from the upper integration limit and which is not
suppressed with powers of geff' We conclude that the naive power counting/ as
inferred from (4.82)-(4.85)/ is almost correct, which means that HDL self energy
is sufficient to produce the series inb, with the sale exception of the term of order
b6• At this order we get a contribution from a term in ImnT which is beyond the
HDL approximation [the second term in Eq. (4.99)]/ as shown in Eq. (4.107).

The conclusiohs of this section can also be understood in a more direct way.
With the definition n~) := nT - fiT we have

2
I n(2) '" _ geffqqO
m T - ,l67r

Imn(2) -+ 0T ,

q» qo, (4.108)

(4.109)

(4.110)

The expression in the first line is precisely the second term in Eq. (4.99). It gives
the following hard (two-loop) contribution to the pressure,

~ [R1,non-HDL _ pII,non-HDL I ]
Ng T T T=O

1 100 12fJ. Imn(2) g2 J.t2T2
= -3 dqOnb(qo) dqq2 2 T2 ~ e:S2 .

7r 0 qo q - qo 7r
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This is precisely the contribution which comes from the term proportional to
g;ff in Eq. (4.73). Since this two-loop expression is sensitive to hard scales, it
is not surprising that the HDL approximation is not sufficient in this case. On
the other hand, we see from the power counting rules (4.82)-(4.85) that the HDL
approximation is certainly good enough to produce all the terms in the series in
b that come from soft scales. Of course one has to resum diagrams at soft scales,
as we have done it in Sec. 4.5.1.

The arguments of the preceding paragraph can also be applied to the longi-
tudinal case. As in the transverse case the only contribution that is sensitive to
hard momenta appears at the two-loop level. Again we define Il~) := ilL - TIL,
which gives

ImIl(2) -t 0L ,

q» qo, (4.111)

(4.112)

(4.113)

(4.115)

(4.114)

We have the following two-loop contribution from hard momenta,

~ [pII,non-HDL _ pII,non-HDL! ]
Ng L L T=O

1 100 121l ImIl(2) g2 p2T2
= - -2 3 dqo nb (qo) dq q2 2 L 2 ':::!. e:S 2 .

7r 0 qO q - qo 7r

All the other terms in the series in b are generated by the HDL approximation.

4.5.4 Cut contributions from regions I and III

In the first region the imaginary parts of the complete self energies (ilT + Ilvac

and ilL + Ilvac) vanish, therefore there is no cut contribution to the specific heat.
In the third region we have qo '" T, q '" 2p and dq '" qo '" T. If we take

the gluon self energy at zero temperature we can therefore make the following
estimates for the transverse part,

'pIII 1 100 121l+qo ImIlT(qO q)
NT = -3 dqo dqq2nb(qO) arctan 2 2 R ' ( )

9 .7r 0 21l-qo q - qo + eilT qo,q
g2 pT

'" 1/
2T2 arctan A- '"g4 JL4 X 9 b9

r 2 effr eff.p

and for the longitudinal part,

pIIl g2 T2
~ '" 112T2 arctan ~ '" g4 JL4X g2 b12
Ny r !J.2 effr eff.

These are contributions which are suppressed by explicit powers of geff. If one
takes the gluon self energy at finite temperature, the sharp boundaries of region
III will be smeared by an amount of order ß.q '" T,but this does not modify the
above estimates.
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(4.117)

(4.118)

4.5.5 Pole part

The pole contribution comes from region I, i.e. q ~ qo. In this region the HDL
propagator has single poles for qo ~ wp at real qo = WT.L(q), which allows us to
carry out the qO-integration. For the nb-part we find

~ [pl _ pli ]
Ng T=O

= __T_ roo dql [210g (1 _ e-WT(q)/T) + log (_I e-_
w

_
T

(_q)/_T)] . (4.116)
211"2 Jo 1 - e-q/T

For q «wp we have

WT(q) = wp ( 1 + :~; - 3~~~ + 0 (~;) ) .

Inserting this expression into the Bose factor, we find the characteristic scale
q '" ";wpT, which is indeed consistent with q « wp for small temperatures. The
logarithm in Eq. (4.116) can be expanded as

log ( 1 - e-WT(q)/T) ~ _e-wT(q)/T _ ~e-2WT(q)/T + ...

After the substitution q = s";wpT we obtain for the leading contribution of the
transverse part

5
= 12

Using

(
3q2 3q4 ( q6 ) )

wL(q) = wp 1 + lOw~ - 280w~ + 0 w~

an analogous calculation for the longitudinal part gives

(4.119)

(4.120)

1 [I I I ] 11"2 4 5- PL - PL ~ - -T +-
Ng T=O 90 6

(4.121)

We observe that all pole contributions are exponentially suppressed for T «wp1

with the only exception of a T4 contribution from the term Imlog(q2 - qÔ) in the
longitudinal sector, which contributes the equivalent of an ideal-gas pressure of
one bosonic degree of freedom, but with negative sign.
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4.5.6 Non-nb contribution

Integrals without nb are less IR singular than the corresponding integrals with
nb, since the Bose distribution behaves like T/qo for small qo. This means that
within our perturbative accuracy no resummation is necessary for the non-nb
terms, and it is sufficient to consider the strictly perturbative two-loop expres-
sion for Snon-nb' We can determine this contribution by the observation that at
two-loop order also the nb part is IR safe and given by

pJ;:IOOP = _I d3q roo dqOnb(qo)Im(2I1r+IIL) =
Ng (2-71-)3 Jo 7r q2 - q5

= - 1(d
3q

)3 rXJ

dqo nb(qo) [~c5(q - qo)Rella + P 2 1 2 Imlla], (4.122)
27r Jo 7r 2q q - qo

where lia = 211r+ IlL. In order to evaluate Eq. (4.122) we need Rella on the
light cone. From Eq. (3.10) we find

(4.123)

Therefore we get the following contribution from the real part of the gluon self
energy,

.R2-1oop, Re 2 2T2
nb N

g
= - ge;:7r2 + O(T4). (4.124)

Next we want to evaluate the contribution with Imlla in Eq. (4.122). First we ap-
proximate the gluon self energy with its zero zero temperature version. (We will
check the validity of this approximation below.) The main contribution comes
from region II, where

lImIla = _g;ffqO .
q2 - q5 47rq

Inserting this expression into Eq. (4.122)we find

(4.125)

(4.126)
.R2-1oop, Im g2 J.L2T2

nb __ e_ff__
Ng 247r2 .

At this point we are able to check explicitly that at this order including finite
temperature corrections into the gluon self energy does not change the result.
From the integral representation of ImllG [Eqs. (3.13)-(3.16)] we find

.R2-1oop,lm g2 roo roo
nb N

g
= - 4~~ Jo dqo Jo dqqnb(qO)

x [8(q - qo) rQ7
° dkn(k) _ 8(qo _ q) (o:Q dkn(k)] .J ~+QO J 20-Q

2 2
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(4.128)

(Here we have dropped the vacuum contribution in ImIIc, since it would give
no contribution in the following.) After doing the k-integration we find for the
second order susceptibility

1 fJ2 'p'2-1oop,Im I 2 100 100

N n~ 2 = 4
ge:r dqo dqqnb(qO)

y J.L 1-£=0 71" 0 0

sinh (#r) sinh (~)
x [cosh (#r) + cosh (~ )] 2 .

We substitute q = 2T loga and qo = 2T log ß, which gives

1 82'p'2-1oop,Im I 2g2 T2 fOO fOO (ß2 - 1) log ß g2 T2
_ nb = eff da dß------- = ~.
Ny 8J.L2 1-£=0 71"4 1 1 (a + ß)2(1 + aß)2 1271"2

(4.129)
Comparing Eqs. (4.126) and (4.129)we seethat at thisorderthe gluonselfenergy
at zero temperature is sufficient to give the correct result. This could have been
expected, of course, since finite temperature corrections to the gluon self energy
are suppressed with (T/J.L)2.

Adding up the two contributions (4.124) and (4.126),we find that they cancel
precisely at the order g;ffJ.L2T2, which means that

p~;:IOOp ~ o. (4.130)

Therefore the two-loop non-nb contribution is equal to the standard perturbative
result at order g;ffJ.L2T2 [114, IlS],

.p. g2 J.L2T2non-nb __ eff + 0 (2 4 2 r4) (4.131)Ny - 1671"2 geffJ.L , geff .

4.5.7 Evaluation of the coefficient of T4

In this section we want to compute the complete coefficient of T4 in the pressure.
To this end we will perform a systematic summation of IR enhanced contribu-
tions, in a similar way as in Sec. 3.4.2.

First let us consider the transverse part. From the terms which are explicitly
shown in Eq. (4.73) we find the following contribution to the coefficient of b12 in
the pressure,

_(1) = _.1_ [_ 3671"2+er 81071"2

(71"2- 8) (248 - 96')'E - 971"2+ 481og(471")+ 8640(;;))]. (4.132)

Evaluating explicitly the next few terms in the expansion of the integrand, one
finds additional contributions of order b12• They arise from the fact that the x-
integrations would be IR divergent, were it not for the cutoff Xmin ex: b6. There-
fore also terms which are formally of higher order in the integrand contribute to
the order b12 in the pressure.
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Since Xmin depends on geff only through b, and since we are not interested
in terms in Pr which contain geff explicitly, it is sufficient to take the HDL self
energy in the following. With the substitution (4.72) the transverse gluon self
energy can be written as

(4.133)

with some function Hr. In this section we may neglect the term q2 - qÔ from
the free propagator in Eq. (4.67), because this term does not become singular for
small x. After expansion of the integrand with respect to b we get then integrals
ofthe type

b61. dX(::~)n "J~1~:. (4.134)
Xm1n

Now we see clearly that from arbitrary powers of b in the integrand we get
contributions to the order b12 in PT. The case n = 3 corresponds to the term
of order b12log b, which we have evaluated already above. As we are interested
only in contributions from the IR region, we may take 00 as upper integration
limit in Eq. (4.134), since for n > 3 we get then no contribution from the upper
integration limit. [The cases n < 3 have been evaluated explicitly in Eq. (4.132).]
Furthermore we see from Eq. (4.134) that from the y-integration we always get
a factor roo dyy3 = 71"4.

Jo eY - 1 15
The complete coefficient can thus be written as

(4.135)

(4.137)

4 1 100

00 b
n ([ an (ImII- )] I )- _(1) 71" d b6 r- -- x - - arctan --

cr - cr 15 1271"4b12 41Tb6 n~4 n! abn RefiT b=O,y=l.

(4.136)
This expression is in fact independent of b (see Eq. (4.134». Therefore we may
set simply b = 1. Summing up the (Taylor) series, we find after the substitution
x = 471"z3

_ = _(1) _ ~ tXJ dz (128 + 371"4z3 - 871"2(2 + 3z2)
eT cr 15 JI 671"3z

[
71"(1 z2) ])+z2 arctan - .

2z + (z2 - 1) log (~ )

From this expression we see that the complete HDL self energy is necessary for
this coefficient (and not only the expansion for small qo, which is sufficient for
the fractional powers and the logarithmic terms). The remaining integral over
the parameter z can probably not be done analytically. Numerically one finds

êT = -0.00178674305 ...
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The computation of the longitudinal part proceeds in a similar way. With the
substitution (4.79) the longitudinal gluon self energy can be written as

(4.139)

with some fun.ction HL' In a similar way as in Eq. (4.134) we can make the
estimate

b3 lmin'L dx x2 (b:Y) n '" _~l_?_:
In a similar way as above we obtain

(4.140)

with

ë£) = 86140(37r4 - 27r2(12 _7r2) (-17+6')'E - 61og(7r) - 540(;;»)).
(4.142)

We have to be careful when summing up the Taylor series in Eq. (4.141) for the
following reason. The function ReÏh has a zero at b3 ~ 0.2653x, and therefore
CT(b) := arctan(ImÏh/ReÏId is not an analytic function of b. We have to replace
CT(b) with ü(b) := - arctan(ReÏIL/ImÏId +~. CT(b) and ü(b) have the same Taylor
expansion around b = D,but only ü is an analytic function of b. In this way we
arrive at

___ (1) _ ~ roo dZ(7r(7r2 + 12(-1 - z2 + z3»
CL - CL 3011 24z

+z' arctan [ - ~ + ~ log G~~)J) =- 0.11902569216. . . (4.143)

For the complete T4 coefficient we also have to take into account the O(T4)

contribution from Eq. (4.121). Thus we get finally
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(4.145)

[
7T(1 - Z2)] [2Z 1 (Z + 1)] }+2z2 arctan ( ) + z2 arctan - - + - log --

2z + (z2 - 1) log ~ 7T 7T Z - 1

~ 0.0075766779858. . . (4.144)

4.5.8 How to compute higher order coefficients

Using the methods described above one can compute the coefficients of higher
terms in the expansion of Cv with respect to b. Thisis straightforward for the
coefficients of the fractional powers and the logarithmic terms, where one only
has to include higher orders in the expansion of the HDL gluon self energy with
respect to qo, see Eqs. (4.70), (4.71), (4.77) and (4.78). In this way one finds for
the coefficients of b14, b16 and b18 log b in the pressure

12822/3 (-70 + 97T2)r(14) ( (14)
C14 = V3 / 3 3 ~ 0.21345 ... ,

243 37T173
821/3(197120 - 288007T2+ 7297T4)r (1/) ((1/)

C16 = 3645V37T19/3
-0.75413 ... , (4.146)
-94371840 + 157286407T2- 6062087T4 - 79207T8+ 21607r1O - 1357T12

Cl8,log = 226807T2
18.61898 .... (4.147)

(4.148)

We note in passing that the origin of the b6 log b term is quite different from
the origin of the b6n log b terms with n > 1: the former arises from dynamical
screening, while all the remaining logarithmic terms come from integrals of the
type J dx.

Xmin x

For the terms of the order bl2+6r, with r E JNo one has to sum up again IR en-
hanced contributions, in a manner similar to the evaluation of the bl2-coefficient
described above. In order to see how these IR enhanced terms come about, let
us make again an estimate of thetype (4.134), but now taking into account also
the explicit q2 and q5 from the inverse free propagator in Eq. (4.67). Using the
fact that ql(gefff.L) ex bx1/3 and qO/(gefff.L) ex b3y, we find in the transverse sector
contributions of the type

1 (b2y ) n ( ) 2p 2s bI2+6(p+s)y3+2(p+s)
b6 dx - bx1/3 (b3y) '" ------.

. x1/3 n - 2p - 3
Xm"n,T

When the denominator on the right hand side vanishes, the integrand on the left
hand side is equal to bI2+2(p+s)y3+2(p+s) Ix, which gives logarithmic terms upon
integration with respect to x (which are not IR enhanced). The important point
is, however, that arbitrarily high powers of b in the integrand produce terms
of the order bI2+6r, where r is the total number of q2 and q5 insertions in the
integrand.
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For the longitudinal part, the situation is completely analogous, as can be
seen from the estimate

(4.149)

As an illustration let us compute the coefficient of bIS. From Eq. (4.148) we
see that we get contributions from (p, s) = (1,0) and (p, s) = (0,1). Instead of
simply setting the explicit q2 and qÔ to zero as in Eq. (4.136), we have to consider
now the object

b~O,y~J' (4.151)

(
2 Ô 2 Ô ) (ImÏIT(qo, q) ) Iq -=2 + qo --=2 arctan 2 -

ôq ôqo iP + ifo + ReIIT(qo, q) ij=ijo=O

(q2 - qÔ)ImÏIT(qo,q)
ImÏIT(qo, q)2 + ReÏIT(qo, q)2

Therefore we obtain in place of Eq. (4.136)

(1) 87f6 1 roo
CIS,T = cIS,T + 63 127f4bIS 147rb

6
dx

x 00 bn
([ ôn b6

g;ffJ.t2 (b2 (x! (47f»2/3_- b6) ImÏIT]L n! ôbn ImII2 + ReII2n=20 T T

(4.150)

where

16 ('(6)Ci~~T= 1275757f2 [960(5760 - 9607f2 + 377f4) (2'YE - 1890---;6 -log(47f»)

-8(4158720 - 7156807f2 + 299217f4) + 67511"6]. (4.152)

In a similar way as in Eq. (4.137), we can write Eq. (4.151) explicitly as

(1) 327f4[00 [ 1
CIST = CIST + -- dz -5 6 (- 184320 + 307207f2 - 11847f4, , 63 1 4 7f Z

+115207f2z2 - 9607f4Z2- 7201l"4Z4 + 4511"6z6)

7f2z5(z2 _ 1)2 ]
------------ (4.153)
7f2(z2 - 1)2 + (2z + (z2 - 1) log (~:!nr .

Numerically, one finds readily

CIS,T = 7.97457343372231 ....
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'=0,'=.) ,(4.155)

(4.158)

where

C~~L = 18~:40 [120(176 - 487[2+ 37[4)(TE - 945 (;~) - log(7[))

-63584 + 169927[2 - 10537[4]. (4.156)

Thus we obtain

( 87[4 {'XJ [ 7[2
C18,L = Cl~L + 63 11 dz - 192z (176 - 487[2+ 37[4+ 96z2

-127[2 z2 + 48z4) + 7[2Z5 ]

7[2+ (2z _ log (~ ) ) 2

:= 8.59505395976... . (4.157)

To summarize, the temperature dependent part of the pressure at small tem-
perature can be expanded in a series with coefficients of the orders 94 J..L4b6+n

and 94J..L4b6(l+n} log b, with nE No. In this and the previous subsections we have
described in detail how to compute the coefficients of this series. On the other
hand, the computation of terms which are suppressed by explicit powers of geff
would be much more involved. In particular one would have to include also
diagrams beyond the large-Nf formula (4.65).

4.5.9 Specific heat

Neglecting terms which are explicitly suppressed with powers of geff, the pres-
sure can be written as

P = Pfree + 9;ffJ..L4 f (~) + CJ(l J..L4)
geffJ..L

with some function f. The specific heat (4.11) can be written as a sum of two
terms, Cv = Cv,l + Cv,2, where '

and

(4.159)

(4.160)
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Using the expression (4.158) for the pressure, and setting T = b3geff/.L, we find

(4.161)

and
(4.162)

(4.164)

This means that beyond the free contribution Cv,2 only contains contributions
which are suppressed with explicit powers of geff' Within our accuracy we may
therefore neglect Cv,2 in the interaction part of the specific heat.

Adding the transverse cut contribution [Eq.(4.74)], the longitudinal cut con-
tribution [Eq. (4.81)], the part of the pole contribution [Eq. (4.121)] which is not
exponentially suppressed, and the non-nb contribution [Eq. (4.131)], we arrive
at our final result the the specific heat at low temperatures,

where the constant c is given by

2160~2ë 7
c = 2048 _ 256~2 _ 36~4 + 3~6 - 12 :::::-0.7300145937831 ... ,

with ë given in Eq. (4.144). We note that for sufficiently small temperatures there
is a significant excess of the specific heat over its ideal-gas value, whereas ordi-
nary perturbation theory [114, 115] would have resulted in a low-temperature
limit of CvjC2 = 1 - 2Cisj~.

4.5.10 HOL resummation

As we have seen in the previous subsections, the nonanalytic terms in the low-
temperature expansion of the entropy density are determined by HDL contri-
butions to the gluon self energy. Terms beyond the HOL approximation are
relevant for contributions from hard momenta q '" /.L, yielding a tenn of order
g;ff/.L2T2 in the temperature-dependent part of the pressure, as shown in Eqs.
(4.110) and (4.113). In order to retain all contributions that are nonanalytic in T

SThe terms in the first two lines of Eg. (4.163) beyond the leading logarithm have been calcu-
lated for the first time by A. Ipp [77].
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Figure 4.3: The first few orders of the low-temperature series for the entropy density in
comparison with the full HDL-resummed result (from [113]).

at T = 0, the HOL self energies need to be kept unexpanded in

J... [pHDL _ pHDLI ] = __1_ (JO dqOnb(qo) r2
J1. dqq2

Ny T=O 27r3 10 10
x [21mlog (q' - q~+ fiT) + Im log (q' ~/!;tL ) ] . (4.165)

The sum of the transverse and longitudinal contribution decays like q-3 for large
q, therefore we may send the upper integration limit of the q-integration to infin-
ity. This just amounts to dropping terms that are suppressed by explicit powers
of geff'

In Eq. (4.165) we have neglected terms like 9;ffb6 == (T/ J1.}2 in P/(9;ffJ1.4),

therefore we have to assume T ~ J1..This is however a weaker condition for the
temperature than the condition T ~ geffJ1.which we had in the previous sub-
sections. The weaker condition is sufficient now, because we do not perform an
expansion in b in this subsection. Adding the soft contribution from Eq. (4.165),
the hard contribution from Eqs. (4.110) and (4.113), and the non-nb contribution
from Eq. (4.131), we arrive at the following result for the entropy density [113],

J... (S _ SO) = _9;ffJ1.2T __ 1_ roo d 8nb(qo) rJ1. d 2
Ny 247r2 27r310 qo aT 10 qq

x [21m log (q' - q~+ fiT) + Im log (q' ~/!;tL
) ] + O(g:'I"T),

(4.166)
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(4.167)

where SO is the ideal-gas entropy density. The right hand side of Eq. (4.166) is es-
sentially given by one universal function of the dimensionless variable T / (geff J.L),
which we define through [113]

87f
2

( 0) ( T ) 2N 2 2T S-S =: 6 - +O(geff)'
ggeffJ.L geffJ.L

and which we have normalized such that the ordinary perturbative two-loop
result [114, 115] for the low-temperature entropy density corresponds to <5 =
-1. The function 6 can be evaluated numerically. Fig 4.3 shows a comparison
of the first few orders of the low-temperature series with the full HDL result
taken from [113]. Further numerical results, in particular a comparison with
non-perturbative large-Nf results, can be found in [100, 113].

4.6 Some remarks on neutrino emission from ungapped
quark matter

A young neutron star loses energy mainly via neutrino emission from the bulk
[33,57]. One generally distinguishes fast processes, which lead to neutrino emis-
sivities proportional to Tfi, and slow processes which lead to neutrino emissiv-
ities proportional to TB, see e.g. [33] and references therein. The dominant pro-
cess for neutrino emission from ungapped quark matter is the quark analogon
of the direct Urca process [57, 116, 117],

d -7 u + e- + Ve,

u + e- -7 d + Ve.

(4.168)
(4.169)

(4.170)

The cooling behavior is governed by the cooling equation

ôT
Cv(T)7jt = -f(T),

where f(T) is the neutrino emissivity, which is given by [57, 116, 117]

" I d
3

Pd 1 I d
3

pu 1 !d
3

Pe 1 !d
3

pv 1
f(T) = 3 6 (27f)32Ed (27f)32Eu (27f)32Ee (27f)3 2Ev Ev

Uu,Ud,Ue

X [IMßI2(27f)404(Pd - Pu - Pe - Pv)

><.nf(Ed - J.Ld)[1 - nf(Eu - J.Lu)][1 - nf(Ee - J.Le)]
+/MecI2(27f)484(pu + Pe - Pd - Pv)

xnf(Eu - J.Lu)nf(Ee - J.Le)[1 - nf(Ed - J.Ld)]], (4.171)

where (Ti are the fermion helicities, Ei are the energies of the fermionic quasipar-
tides as determined from the poles of the propagators (neglecting the imaginary
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parts of the self energies), Mß is the matrix element for the reaction (4.168), and
Mee is the matrix element for the reaction (4.169).

In [57] it is shown that the emissivity through leading logarithmic order can
be written as

2g2G} cos2 Oe 2 6 JOO JOO lOO 3€(T) = 7 J.LeJ.LqT dXd dxu dxv Xv
~ -00 -00 0

xnf(Txd)nf( -Txu)nf(T(xu - Xd + Xv)) v;l (Ed) v;l (Eu) IEi-tlli+Tx.' (4.172)

where GF is the Fermi coupling, Oe is the Cabibbo angle, and J.Lq ::= J.Lu ::= J.Ld'
The inverse group velocity VgI, as defined in Eq. (3.103), contains non-Fermi-
liquid contributions, which we have discussed in chapter 3. As shown in [57]
the non-Fermi-liquid corrections to the specific heat and the emissivity lead to a
(modest) reduction of the temperature at late times.

If one wants to go beyond the leading logarithmic accuracy of Ref. [57], at
least the following ingredients will be required. First, there will be corrections
to the emissivity from gluonic corrections to the weak interaction vertèx [57]. It
might also be necessary to generalize the formula (4.171) for the emissivity in
a way that takes into account the finite lifetime of the fermionic quasiparticles,
since the imaginary part of the quark self energy is of the same order as the term
which fixes the scale under the logarithm in the real part.

As a first step towards a more complete computation of the emissivity, let
us take the scale under the leading logarithm of the group velocity as given by
Eqs. (3.67) and (3.68), and simply insert the resulting expression for the group
velocity into Eq. (4.172). Using the integrali:dXI i:dXI 10

00

dX3 nf(Txdnf( -Tx2)nf(T(x2 - Xl + X3))

xaa (Lia(-e-X1
) +Lia(-eX1

)) I = -105.303... (4.173)
a a=O

we would then find

457 2 2 2 2 6 ( 2g2 (4.295m))
€(T) ::= 2520~ 9 GF COS Oe J.LqJ.LeT 1 + 9~2 log T . (4.174)

While the constant under the logarithm will certainly be modified in a more
complete computation as discussed above, it is already interesting to note that
this constant is about an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding con-
stant in the specific heat, which we find to be approximately equal to 0.282 from
Eq. (4.163).
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Chapter 5

Color superconductivity

5.1 Basics of s.uperconductivity

Since its experimental discovery in 1911, superconductivity has been extensively
studied both in experimental and theoretical condensed matter physics. The first
microscopic theory of superconductivity was developed by Bardeen, Cooper
and Schrieffer (BCS) in 1957 [118], see e.g. [106, 119, 120] for pedagogical re-
views. The key observation is that the electron-phonon interaction induces an
effective electron-electron interaction which is attractivel. This leads to the for-
mation of Cooper pairs. The ground state, which is different from the ground
state of a normal Fermi liquid, is then given by

I'll) =II(Uk + Vk4tc~kj.) 10),
k

(5.1)

where 4t and cL are creation operators for electrons with spin up and spin
down, respectively. The coefficients Uk and Vk are determined by minimization
of the free energy. The state (5.1) can be characterized by a non-vanishing "di-
electron" condensate,

('I/J'I/J) i= 0, (5.2)

which leads to a gap in the fermionic quasiparticle spectrum. A condensate
like (5.2) breaks spontaneously the U(l) invariance of electrodynamics. There-
fore the photon will acquire a mass via the Higgs mechanism. This leads to the
Meissner effect, namely the screening of magnetic fields inside a superconduc-
tor.

tUsing Wilsonian renormalization group methods [121], it can be shown that the four fermion
operator corresponding to the scattering of two electrons with opposite momenta is the only
marginal operator in the vicinity of the Fermi surface, all other fermionic interactions being ir-
relevant [122].
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5.2 Basics of color superconductivity

Let us begin with an ensemble of free quarks. At finite density the ground state
of this system is simply given by a Fermi sphere. Now let us turn on inter-
actions. At asymptotic densities at first sight a purely perturbative treatment
might seem appropriate because the interactions are "weak" due to asymptotic
freedom. However, it is important to note that single gluon exchange is attrac-
tive in the color antitriplet channel2. This has dramatic consequences, since an
arbitrarily weak attractive interaction leads to the Cooper instability of the Fermi
surface, and the ground state will contain diquark condensates,

(5.4)

where i, j are fundamental color indices, f, 9 are flavor indices, a, ß are spinor
indices, and .,pc denotes the charge conjugated spinar, .,pc = C-ifiT. By virtue of
its similarity to superconductivity in ordinary condensed matter physics, this
phenomenon was termed color superconductivity.

In the usual notation for the irreducible SU(3) representations one has

3 i8l3 = 6 œ 3. (5.5)

Therefore one cannot construct a color singlet from the expectation value (5.4).
This means that global color symmetry is spontaneously broken by the diquark
condensate.

Quarks have color, flavor and spin as internal degrees of freedom. Therefore
quite many different color superconducting phases could be possible, depend-
ing on the color, flavor and spin structure of the expectation value (5.4). At very
high densities the phase with the lowest free energy is the so-called color fla-
vor locked (CFL) phase [123, 124, 125, 126], where up, down and strange quarks
contribute to the pairing on an equal footing,

(5.6)

The symmetry breaking pattern of the CFLphase is (neglecting electromag-
netism and quark masses for the moment)

SU(3)c x SU(3h x SU(3)R x U(l)B ~ SU(3)c+L+R X ~2. (5.7)

Here SU(3)c corresponds to global color symmetry, SU(3)R,L correspond to
right and left handed flavor symmetry, and U (1)B corresponds to baryon num-
ber conservation. These symmetries are broken down to the diagonal subgroup

2This can be seen as follows. The tree level scattering amplitude of two quarks is equal to the
tree level scattering amplitude of two electrons in QED, times the QeD factor

1i'k1j'i = -~(8ik8jl - 8il8jk) + ~(8ik8jl + 8iI8jk). (5.3)

Since the electron-electron interaction is repulsive, the negative sign of the first term in Eq. (5.3)
implies that the quark-quark interaction is attractive in the antitriplet channel.
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SU(3)c+L+R times a ~2 group that corresponds to 1/J -+ -1/J. In the CFL phase
all eight gluons acquire a mass through the Higgs mechanism [127, 128, 129).
The electromagnetic U(I) symmetry is also broken, but there remains an un-
broken U(I) [123, 130], whose generator is given by QCFL = Q + Jä-Ta, with
Q = diag( -i, -i,~)in flavor space, and Ta = 2~diag(l, 1, -2) in colorspace.

As in every field theoretical model with spontaneous symmetry breaking,
Nambu-Goldstone bosons appear in the CFL phase [127, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135).
Because of the symmetry breaking pattern (5.7) there are 17 broken genera-
tors, which would lead to 17 Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Eight of these, corre-
sponding to the breaking of SU(3)c, are "eaten" by the gluons. The "surviving"
Nambu-Goldstone bosons are an octet corresponding to flavor symmetry break-
ing and a singlet corresponding to baryon number breaking. While this singlet
boson is strictly massless, the octet bosons become massive if finite quark masses
are taken intoaccount. Furthermore there is a light singlet from U (1)A breaking.

At lower densities, the strange quark will eventually decouple, which should
lead to a two-flavor color superconducting (2SC) phase [38,39,40], where only
up and down quarks participate in the pairing,

(5.8)

In the 2SC phase the global color symmetry group SU(3)c is broken down to
SU(2)c, but flavor symmetry remains unbroken. Therefore there are five would-
be Nambu-Goldstone bosons [136, 137, 138], which are "eaten" by the gluons.
The gluons with adjoint colors 1-3 are massless, while the gluons with adjoint
colors 4-8 acquire a mass through the Higgs mechanism [139, 140). As in the CFL
phase the electromagnetic U (1) symmetry is broken, but again an unbroken U(1)
survives [136, 141], whose generator is now given by Q2SC = 3~(1 - 2.J3Ta).

InRef. [142] it was argued that the 2SC phase will be disfavoredif one takes
into account the constraints from color and electric charge neutrality at finite
strange quark mass ms. To date a completely reliable description of the phase
structure of QCD at densities below the CFL regime is stilllacking. In the fol-
lowing we will list some of thephases that have been proposed in the literature.

Computing the meson masses from the low energy effective Lagrangian in
the CFL phase,. one finds that the masses of the K+ and KO become imaginary
if ms exceeds a certain value. This indicates the formation of a kaon condensate
[44, 143, 144, 145). .

The charge neutrality condition and the finite strange quark mass lead to
a mismatch of the Fermi momenta of the different quark flavors. This might
give rise to so-called gapless superconducting phases (g2SC [47, 48,146, 147]
and gCFL [148, 149, 150, 151]), where the fermionic quasiparticle dispersion
laws are modified, some of them corresponding to gapless excitations. In Refs.
[152, 153, 154] however, it was found that the Meissner masses are imaginary
in these phases. This would indicate that the gapless phases are unstable, if no
mechanism can be found which makes the Meissner masses real quantities.
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(5.9)

So far we have assumed only spin zero diquark condensates. The gaps re-
sulting from spin one condensates are much smaller than in the spin zero case.
Nevertheless spin one condensates might playa certain role at intermediate
densities, since they may be formed from quarks of the same flavor, see Refs.
[38, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159].

The mismatch of the Fermi momenta might also induce a so-called LOFF
(Larkin-Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell) pairing [56, 160, 161, 162, 163]. The LOFF
state is characterized by Cooper pairs with non-zero total momentum, and there-
fore translational and rotational symmetry are spontaneously broken. This leads
to crystalline structures that might have relevant consequences for astrophysics
[41].

5.3 The color superconductivity gap equation

The gap equation for a color superconducting phase can be derived from the
Schwinger-Dyson equation for the quark two-point function, allowing for a non-
vanishing expectation value (5.4). At this point it is convenient to introduce a
Nambu-Gor'kov basis for the quark spinors, which is given by W = ("p, "pc)T,
\Î1 = (-ifi, -ific). The inverse quark propagator in this basis is given by [38, 164, 165]

8-1 = ( @ + WYo + E <1>- _)
<1>+ @ - J.L'Yo + E '

where <1>x are the gap functions, related by <1>-(Q) = 'Yo[<1>+(Q)]t'Yo, and E(Q)
is the quark self energy, with E(Q) = C[E( _Q)]TC-1. Flavor and fundamental
color indices are suppressed in Eq. (5.9).

In order to solve the Schwinger-Dyson equation a suitable approximation
scheme has to be chosen. To date only the exponent and the leading contribu-
tion to the prefactor of the gap [see Eq. (5.13) below] have been determined
consistently, where the following set of approximations turned out to suffice:

• replace the full quark-gluon vertex with-its tree level counterpart (at least
in Coulomb gauge) [166],

• replace the full gluon propagator with its HDL approximation [167],

• replace the quark self energy with the leading logarithmic result of the
normal phase (see Eq. (3.67» [164].

A rather lengthy calculation [45, 156, 164] then yields the following gap equation
for the 2SC phase (neglecting the gauge dependent part)
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where €k = J(k - J.1.)2+ /</>+12, 6 '" O(gJ.1.) is a cutoff, b = 2567r4(2/(Nf92))5/2,
and

[
ßRe2:+ ]-1

Z(E - J.1.)= 1 - ß(E _ J.1.) (5.11)

is usually called "wave function renormalization factor" in this context (in the
previous chapters we referred to this quantity as group velocity). With the defi-
nition

9 1 ( 2bJ.1. ) (5.12)x = 3V27r og k - J.1.+ €k

the solution of the gap equation at zero temperature can be written as [168, 156,
169, 170, ln, 86, 164]

</>+ = 2bb~J.1.exp ( - ~:) F(x), (5.13)

where b~ = exp[-(7r2 + 4)/8]. F(x) is quite a complicated function, which is
given explicitly in [164]. At the Fermi surface F(x) is equal to 1 + 0(g2), and
away from the Fermi surface it decreases rapidly.

The parametric dependence of the gap on the coupling constant as shown
in Eq. (5.13) was first derived by Son [168] using renormalization group tech-
niques. It is different from the BCS result </>+ '" exp(-1/g2), which is a conse-
quence of the fact that quasistatic chromomagnetic interactions are only dynam-
ically screened.

The result for the gap can also be derived within the framework of high
density effective theory (HDET), in which the only relevant fermionic degrees
of freedom are those in the vicinity of the Fermi surface [43, 172, 173, 174, 175].

In the literature also the possible gauge dependence of the prefactor of the
gap, which would indicate an inconsistent approximation scheme, has been dis-
cussed. In [176] the gap equation was solved numerically in a general covariant
gauge, with the result that large gauge dependences occur for 9 > gc '" 0.8. In
Ref. [177], however, it was argued that in a covariant gauge one has to include
the quark gluon vertex correction in order to obtain a gauge independent result.
In [178] it was shown that the prefactor of the gap is gauge independent in a
general Coulomb gauge, if the gap is evaluated on the quasiparticle mass shell.
In the next section we will give a general proof that the fermionic quasiparticle
dispersion laws in a color superconductor are gauge independent [179].

5.4 Gauge independence of fermionic dispersion laws

The inverse quark propagator in the Nambu-Gor'kov basis, as shown in Eq.
(5.9), is the momentum space version of the second derivative of the effective
action,

62r
6\l1(x)6\l1(y) It/J=tii=Ai=o,Aô=Äô '
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where \If = ('ljJ, 'ljJc)T, \Ï1 = (1[;, 1[;c), and Ag is the expectation value of Ag, which
is in general non-vanishing (see Sec. 5.6).

It should be noted that the doubling of fermionic fields in terms of \If and ~
is just a notational convenience here; the effective action itself should be viewed
as depending only on either ('ljJ,1[;) or the set \If = ('ljJ, 'ljJc)T.

The gauge dependence identity for the effective action [Eq. (2.12)] can be
written as

_! 4 ( 8r () J: _ ( ) 8r 8r aJj ( )8r - d x 8'ljJ(x) 8X(?) x - uX(1/J) x 81[;(x) + 8AalL(x) 8X(A) x)

==!~x (8:~X) 8X(1/J)(x) + 8~~x/X(1/Jc)(x) + 8A~~(X) 8X(X) (x)) , (5.15)

Eq. (5.15) can be cast in a more compact form using the DeWitt notation, but
now only for the fermions,

8r = r,i8Xi +!~x 8A~~(X) 8X(X) (x), (5.16)

where i = ('ljJ(x), 'ljJc(x»)T, l = (1[;(x), 1[;c(x), and the comma denotes functional
derivation. Taking the second derivative of (5.16), setting'ljJ = 1[; = Af = 0,
Ag = Ag, and using the fact that

8r I-a - _ = 0,
8Ao 1/J=1/J=Af=o,Ag=Ag

we obtain a gauge dependence identity for the inverse propagator (5.14),

8ril = -rk18X~i + rki8X~1 +!~x 8~~i~x) 8x(1) (x).

(5.17)

(5.18)

Up to this point, our functional relations are completely general and apply
aIso to the case of inhomogeneous color superconducting phases. We do not
attempt to cover the complications this case may add to the question of gauge
independence, but continue by assuming translational invariance. This allows
us to introduce 8ÄaO := -8x(1) (x = 0) and to write (5.18) as

k k ßri1 -aO8r.~ = -rk~8X . - 8X ~r.k-- ---8A . (5.19)'1 1,' ,1' ßAaO

Furthermore, we can transform Eq. (5.19) into momentum space,

(5.20)

where the indices i and Ifrom now on comprise only color, flavor, Dirac and
Nambu-Gor'kov indices. Using Eq. (Cl) we obtain

- ß -
8det(ril) + 8AaO ßAaO det(ril) == 8totdet(ril) = - det(ril)[8X~k + 8~~]. (5.21)
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The left hand side of this identity is the total variation [62, 63] of the determinant
of the inverse quark propagator, with the first term corresponding to the explicit
variation of the gauge fixing function, and the second term coming from the
gauge dependence of Ag.

Since the determinant is equal to the product of the eigenvalues, Eq. (5.21)
implies that the location of the singularities of the quark propagator is gauge
independent, provided that the singularities of 8X~k do not coincide with those
of the quark propagator. The singularity structure of 8X may be discussed in a
similar way as in the case of the Higgs model, see Sec. 2.3.3. The quantity 8X
is 1PI up to a full ghost propagator, and up to gluon tadpole insertions (see Ref.
[60] for the explicit diagrammatic structure) 3. As in [60, 64] one may argue that
the singularities of the ghost propagator are not correlated to the singularities of
the quark propagator. Gauge independence of the zeros of the inverse fermion
propagator then follows provided that also the 1PI parts of 8X have no singular-
ities coinciäing with the singularities of the fermion propagator. An important
caveat in fact comes from massless poles in the unphysical degrees of freedom
of the gauge boson propagator, which are typical in covariant gauges arid which
can give rise to spurious mass shell singularities as encountered in the case of
hot QeD in [73].. But, as was pointed out in [74], these apparent gauge depen-
dences are avoided if the quasiparticle mass-shell is approached with a general
infrared eut-off such as finite volume, and this cut-off lifted only in the end, i.e.,
after the mass-shelllimit has been taken.

The determinant which appears in (5.21) is taken with respect to color, flavor,
Dirac and Nambu-Gor'kov indices. The determinant in Nambu-Gor'kov space
may be evaluated explicitly using Eq. (C.2). From Eq. (5.9) we obtain in this
way

det(ri:1) = det [(@ - WYo + ~)(@ + /-L'l'o + E)
-(@ - J1.'Yo + ~)q>-(@ - J1.'Yo + ~)-lq>+]. (5.22)

The inverse of the matrix of which the determinant is taken here appears, of
course, in the ordinary quark propagator, which is obtained by inverting (5.9),

g+(Q) = [(@ - J1.'Yo + ~)(@ + J1.'Yo + E)
-(@ - Wl'o + ~)q>-(@ - J1.'Yo + ~)-lq>+rl(@ - J1.'Yo + ~). (5.23)

At leading order, when the quark self energy E can be neglected, (5.22) can
be approximatedby

det(ri:1) ~ det [(@ - J1.'Yo)(@ + J1.'Yo) - (@ - J1.'Yo)q>-(@ - J1.'YO)-lq>+] . (5.24)

This expression can be rewritten as

det(ri]) ~ det [(q5 - (q - J1.)2 - (4)t+)t4>t+) 'P:+

3Jt should be noted that OX\ will not contai~ any gluon tadpoles if its perturbative expansion
is constructed using the shifted field A' = A-A.
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+ (q5 - (q - JL)2 - (<ptJt <Pt) 'PI~

+ (q5 - (q + JL)2 - (<p;_)t <p;-) 'P;_
+ (q5 - (q + JL)2 - (<PHJt <PH-) 'PI+], (5.25)

where the projection operators introduced in [180] are given by

'P~H = 'Pr,I'P:f:(q)A:f:(q), (5.26)

where 'Pr,1 = ~(1 ::I: 'Y5) is the chirality projector, 'P:f:(q) = ~(1 ::I: 'Y5'Yo'Yiri) is the
helicity projector, and A:f:(q) is the energy projector given in Eq. (3.42). (Note
that 'P:_ = 'Pit = 'P;+ = 'PI-=- = a in the massless limit which we are considering
here [180].) If we assume for simplicity that <pt<pis diagonal with respect to color
and flavor indices, the determinant in Eq. (5.25) can be readily evaluated,

det(ri3) == IT (q5 - (q - JL)2 -1<p:lf)12) (q5 - (q - JL)2 _1<p~f)12)
f

x (q5 - (q + JL)2 _1<p;~f)12) (q5 - (q + JL)2 -1<p~f)12), (5.27)

giving the well known branches of the quasiparticle excitation spectrum for each
value of the color-flavor index f [180].

At leading order, when the quark self energy can be neglected, Eqs. (5.21)
and (5.22) imply that the gap function is gauge independent on the quasiparticle
mass shell. It should be noted, however, that at higher orders only dispersion
relations obtained from (5.22), which also include the quark self energy ~, can
be expected to be gauge independent.

We note furthermore that for <I>:f:-+ a the determinant (5.22) becomes

det [(@+ JL'Yo + ~)(@ - JL'Yo + Ë)] = det(Çri(Q)-l) x det(Çri(-Q)-l), (5.28)

where gri(Q) = [@+ /-!,'Yo + ~]-1.Therefore, in this case the gauge independence
proof, of course, boils down to the gauge independence proof for the singulari-
ties of the quark propagator without diquark condensates.

5.5 Computation of 8X

The aim of this subsection is the evaluation of 8Xk
k for the 2SC phase in covari-

ant gauge. This is interesting because the existing calculations in the literature
give gauge dependent results for the gap in this gaugé.

4In [181] the gap equation was considered in a non-local gauge, with the result that the "best"
value of the gauge parameter in covariant gauge should be ç ~ ~, but then the result for the gap
does not agree with the well-established result inCoulomb gauge [178].
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Figure 5.1: Feynman diagram for 8X(1) (see Eq. (5.29)).

We will focus on possible singularities of 8X\, since they might invalidate
the above proof of gauge independence. At one-ioop level 8X\ contains terms
like '

8X(1)(K):= g2 / i~~4 TrD,c,/[Ta ~2 ~P~D~v(P)g+(Q)"(Ta

+T; ~2 ~P~D~v(P)Ç-(QhvT;], (5.29)

where P = K - Q, D~v is the gluon propagator, g::l:is the quark propagator (see
below), and we have used

Di -+ -igTa"p, igT;"pc (5.30)
°

g'ß -+ -..!...8ab (5.31)p2 '

8Fo ex: FO -+ _l_p~Aa (5.32).;2(, w
Eq. (5.29) corresponds to the diagram in Fig. 5.1, where the vertex with a circle
denotes 8Fo and the small triangle denotes D~.

In the 2SC phase the gap matrix is given by [39,156]

[CP+]{j = ê/9êij3(ifJ+(P:+ - 'PtJ + ifJ-(P~ - Pi~J), (5.33)

where f, 9 are flavor indices and i, j are fundamental color indices. The P's are
the projection operators defined in Eq. (5.26). We have assumed for simplicity
that the right-handed and the left-handed gap functions are equal up to a sign
[156]. For the quark propagator g::l:(Q) one finds then [139]

[g::l:]{J = 8/9 [(8ij - Oi38j3)G::l: + 8i38j3Gg=] , (5.34)

with [139]

(5.35)

(5.36)
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where A:l:are the energy projectors given in Eq. (3.42). We shall consider only
the part of OX(1) which contains the propagator G:l:,because it is this part which .
depends on the condensate. We will call this part OX(ll)' In the HDL approxi-
mation the gluon propagator obeys the following Ward identity,

pJJ DJJv{P) = ç~. (5.37)

Thus we obtain after taking the color trace, neglecting the antiparticle propaga-
tor and the imaginary part of the gap function [156], and dropping an irrelevant
prefactor

where t = cas () and q4 = -iqo. The integral is dominated by () ~ 0, therefore
we may set t = 1 in the numerator. We set k = l' and define ( = q - 1'. After
carrying out the q4-integration (assuming that <p+ is almost independent of q4)
we perform the analytical continuation k4 --+ iko and take the on-shelllimit,
ko --+ <p+. Then the (-integral (with UV cutoff ::l::1') gives terms proportional to
log{kÖ- (<p+)2). Thus there maybe indeed a mass shellsingularity in oX, at least
within our approximations. It is however only a logarithmic singularity, which
is harmless because on the right hand side of the gauge dependence identity we
have expressions like

(5.39)

which vanish for ka --+ <p. We conclude that no IR cutoff should be necessary to
assure gauge independence of the dispersion laws (at zero temperature).

An explicit calculation shows indeed that a simple IR cutoff for the gauge
dependent part of the gluon propagator in the gap equation is not sufficient to
remove the gauge dependence of the gap in covariant gauge. In Ref. [177] it has
been argued that this gauge dependence will only disappear after the inclusion
of vertex corrections in the gap equation. .

5.6 Gluon tadpoles

In a color superconductor global color symmetry is dynamically broken by the
diquark condensate. Therefore there is no symmetry which forbids the existence
of gluon tadpoles, cf. the discussion in Sec. 2.2. This section is devoted to a
detailed analysis of the tadpole diagrams.
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Here 8(Q) is the quark propagator in the Nambu-Gor'kov basis, which isgiven
by Eq. (5.9). At leading order we may neglect the quark self energy E. The
quark-gluon vertex tg is given by

tg = (~g ~g) I (5.41)

with fg = -roTa and tg = --ro(Ta)T. The trace in (5.40) has to be taken with
respect to Dirac, color, flavor and Nambu-Gor'kov indices. First we evaluate
the trace over Nambu-Gor'kov space which gives

ra =-~!i~4~4 TrD,c,/[rög+(Q) + tgg-(Q)], (5.42)

where g:f: is given in Eq. (5.34) for the 2SC phase. Evaluating the trace over
flavor and color space we get

ra = g(Tah3 !i~~4 TrD[rO(G+ - G- - Gt + Go)]. (5.43)

Assuming that 4J- ~ 0 [156]and that 4J+ has negligible four-momentum depen-
dence in the vicinity of the quasiparticle pole we obtain

•

Figure 5.2: Leading order tadpole diagram.

5.6.1 Leading order tadpole diagram (2SC)

Let us consider the one-loop tadpole diagram as shown in Fig. 5.2,

_ g! d4Q Aara - -2 i(27r)4 TrD,c,/,NG[fo8(Q)]. (5.40)

-49(Tah3! d
4Q ( J..L- q _ J..L- q )

i(27r)4 qfi - (J..L - q)2 -14J+12 qfi - (J..L - q)2

.!L(Ta) roo d 2( _ ) ( 1 _ 1 ) (544)
7r2 33 Jo qq J..L q V(J..L - q)2 + 14J+12 IJ..L - ql' •

Inorder to obtain an order of magnitude estimate, we make the approximation
4J+(q) ~ 4Jt8(2J..L - q) with 4Jt = const. [139]. Then the q-integration can be
readily performed, with the result
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(5.48)

This result is in fact of order /L(cPt)2, because log(cPt/(2/L)) is of order l/g [see
Eq. (5.13)].

5.6.2 Gluon tadpoles for CFLwith ms i= 0

We would like to evaluate the gluon tadpole in the CFL phase with a non-
vanishing strange quark mass ms' The inverse Nambu-Gor'kov propagator
takes the same form as in Eq. (5.9) (with E -+ a at leading order), where the
free inverse propagators are now given by

([gtt1)iJ = [(@ + WYo)(<5rs - <5r3<5s3) + (@ + WYo - ms)<5r3<5s3]<5ij, (5.46)

([göt1)iJ = [(@ - WYo)(<5rs - <5r3<5s3) + (@ - WYo - ms)<5r3<5s3]<5ij, (5.47)

Again the lower indices are color indices and the upper ones are flavor indices.
At finite fis the Dirac structure of the gap is more complicated than in the mass-
less case (180], but for fis « J.Lwe mayassume that the additional terms are
suppressed at least with ms / J.L[182],

[<p+]":1! "-' ",+ A+.-y (<5": <5~ - <51'.~I!) + CJ (ms)'3 - 'fi q,5, 3 3u, J.L'

As usual we have <p- = 'Yo[<p+]t'Yo' The inverse full quark propagator can be
writtenas

b1 b2 b3
b4

b5

b4
[g+]-l = [gtt1- <p-gö<P+ = ~ b1 b3 . (5.49)

b5
b6

b6
b3 b3 b7

The nine rows and columns of this matrix correspond to color and flavor indices,
namely (color, flavor)=(1,1),(1,2),(1,3),(2,1),(2,2),(2,3),(3,1),(3,2), (3,3). The bi are
matrices in Dirac space, given explicitly by

b1 @ + J.L'Yo + 'YocPt'Yo[@ - J.L'YO]-lcP + 'YocPt'Yo[@ - /L'Yo - ms]-lcP,
b2 = 'YocPt'Yo[@ - /L'Yo - mst1cP,
b3 = 'YocPt'Yo[@ - /L'Yot1cP,
b4 = @ + J.L'Yo + 'YocPt'Yo[@ - /L'Yot1cP,
b5 @ + /L'Yo - fis + 'YocPt'Yo[@ - J.L'Yot1cP,
b6 @ + J.L'Yo + 'YocPt'Yo[@ - /L'Yo - mst1cP,
b7 = @ + J.L'Yo - ms + 2'YocPt'Yo[@ - /L'Yot1cP, (5.50)
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with cjJ= cjJ+A~'Y5' The full quark propagator is obtained by inverting the matrix
in (5.49),

with

al (bI - b2)-1 + a2,

a2 (-2b3 + b7b31(bl + ~))-I(b3 - b7b31~)(bl - b2)-1,
a3 (2b3 - b7b31(b1 + ~»-1,
a4 = -b31(~(bl - ~)-l + (bI + b2)a2),

a5 = b-14 ,

a6 - b-15 ,

a7 = b-16 ,

as -b3
1(bl + ~)a3' (5.52)

•

a2
a5

a6
a5

al
a6

a7

a4

(5.51)

(5.55)

Similar expressions can be obtained for g- := [[gO]-1 - <p+gt<p-]-l,
The gluon tadpole is given by

ra := -~ !i~~4 TrD'Yo ([g+Jij(Ta)ij - [g-Ji](Ta)ji) ors. (5.53)

Taking the trace over color and flavor space we find that the only non-vanishing
tadpole is JB,

ra = - 2~ !i~~4 TrD'Yo(al + a5 + a6 - 2a7 - as) - (similar terms from C-).
(5.54)

We perform a Taylor expansion in ms, keeping only the leading term which is of
order m;. With the approximation cjJ- ~ 0 we get

ra ~ oaS gm; 100
dq4 (00 dq

2V37T3 -00 Jo
q (cjJ+)2 (q~ _ 3(q - p.)2 - 8(cjJ+)2)

X (q~ + (q _ p.)2 + (cjJ+)2)2 (q~ + (q _ p.)2 + 4(cjJ+)2) .

This integral seems to be proportional to (cjJ+)2. It turns out, however, that the
factor (cjJ+)2 cancels against a factor 1/(cjJ+)2 from the result of the integration.
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(5.56)

This is related to the fact that for cp+ --+ 0 the integral would contain an infrared
singularity, which is regulated by the gap [183].

We make the approximation cp+ ~ 4>t8(2JL - q). After the integration we
take the limit CPt --+ 0, since we assume ms ~ 4>t. This leads to [184]

,.....g 2 4g
1~~-JLms..j3 (21-8Iog2).

9 37T2

5.6.3 Color neutrality

To address the question of color neutrality [142, 146, 185, 186, 187, 188] we con-
sider the partition function

exp( -OIT) =!'Dr.p exp( -S[r.p]), (5.57) •where r.pdenotes the set of all fields, and S[r.p] is the QeD action (including gauge
fixing terms and ghosts). Following the argument given in [189] it is easy to see
that the system described by this partition function is color neutral, at least if
one chooses a gauge fixing which does not involve Ag, for instance Coulomb
gauge: The fields Ag appear in the action as Lagrange multipliers for the Gauss
law constraint [190]. Therefore in the path integral the integration over the zero-
momentum modes Aô,p=o produces delta functions, a(Na), where Na are the
color charges. This means that only color neutral field configurations contribute.
to the partition function, q.e.d.

The gluon tadpole in the 2SC phase [Eq. (5.45)] induces a non-vanishing
expectation value for the gluon field Ag,

where mD is the corresponding leading-order Debye mass [139]. This expecta-
tion value acts as an effective chemical potential for the color number 8,

(2SC)

(2SC)

(5.58)

(5.59) •
Itmay be noted that the chemical potential JLs which has been found by requir-
ing color neutrality in an NJL model is also proportional to 4>2 [187]. In a similar
way one finds in the CFL phase from Eq. (5.56)

(CFL) (5.60)

which agrees again qualitatively with the result of the NJL model calculation
[187]. One should emphasize, however, that whereas in NJL models color neu-
trality has to be imposed as an additional condition, color neutrality is guar-
anteed automatically in QeD by the integration over the Ag zero-momentum
modes.
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The tadpole diagrams we computed above correspond to the first derivative
of the effective action at vanishing mean field,

(5.61)

(5.63)

(5.64)

•

In [191}the expectation value of Ag is computed self-consistently from the Yang-
Mills equation,

or I - 0 (5.62)oAg A=Ä - .

This approach is completely equivalent to our approach, which can be seen from
the Taylor expansion

~I -~I _ o2r I A-ba - a b 0+ ...oAo A=O oAo A=Ä oAgoAo A=Ä

On the right hand side the first term vanishes, while the second term is essen-
tially the inverse gluon propagator at zero momentum times the expectation
value of A.

The tadpole diagram in Fig. 5.2 which we evaluated above corresponds to
the fermionic part of the color charge density,

NI

p(q) =L ifiJTB,01/JI.
1=1

One might ask whether the gluons could also contribute to the charge density.
InRef. [142}it was argued that the gluonic contribution should vanish, since the
gluonic part of the charge density

Pa - jabcAbFc
(gi) - i iO (5.65)

containsthe chromoelectric field strength, which vanishes in any (super-)con-
ducting system. The aim of the next subsection is to corroborate this argument
by analyzing the tadpole diagram with a gluon loop (Fig. 5.3) [192}.

5.6.4 Gluon self energy and gluon loop tadpole (2SC)

Let us consider the tadpole diagram in Fig. 5.3, where the rhombus indicates
a resummed gluon propagator. In [139} integral representations for the vari-
ous components of the gluon selfenergy in the 2SC phase have been derived.
(The Feynman diagram for the gluon self energy at leading order looks likethe
second one of Fig. 3.1, with the normal fermion propagators now replaced by
Nambu-Gor'kov propagators.) It turns out the the gluon self energy in the 2SC
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Figure 5.3: Tadpole diagram with resummed gluon propagator.

phase has some off-diagonal components with respect to the color indices, there-
fore the tadpole diagram in Fig. 5.3 does not vanish a priori. The non-vanishing
components of the gluon self energy in the 2SC phase are

IIll = II22 = II33, II44 = II55 = II66 = II77, II45 = -II54 = II67 = -II76.
(5.66)

InRef. [139] the gluon self energy is diagonalized by a unitary transformation in
color space. For our purposes it is more convenient not to perform this transfor-
mation, since we want to keep the structure constants totally antisymmetric. For
the 44 and 45 components of the self energy analytical results can be obtained
rather easily, as we will demonstrate in the following. We shall always assume
that the energy and the momentum of the gluon are much smaller than J1., be-
cause if there is any contribution to the tadpole diagrams, it will come from soft
gluons5. In the notation of Ref. [139] we have

00 1 2! d
3
k "" A AII44=-"29 (2'11-)3 L..J (l+eIe2kI.k2)

el,e2=:l:

X (n~(1- n2) + (1 - n~)n2) [ 0 1 . - 0 1 . ], (5.67)
Po + €I + €2 + Z'TJ Po - €I - €2 + Z'TJ

and

. 00 A 00 1 21 d3
k "" A A-zII45 == II = -"29 (271")3 L..J (1 + eIe2 ki .k2)

el,e2=:l:

X (n~(1- n2) - (1 - n~)n2) [ 0 1 . - 0 1 . ]. (5.68)
Po + €I + €2 + Z'TJ Po - €I - €2 + Z'TJ ,

Here we have used the notations of Ref. [139],

•

€i + J1. - eiki
ni=-----

2€i

(5.69)

(5.70)

5For Po ~ 4> the gluon self energy is the same as in the normal phase. Since it is then pro-
portional to dabl it gives no contribution to the tadpole diagram. Furthermore the typical gluon
momenta relevant for the tadpole diagram would be of the order of the Debye or Meissner masses
(or even smaller).
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where if>i == if>ei(f.i, ki) is the on-shell gap function. The superscript "0" means
if>i-+ O.First let us evaluate ImII~~. Without loss of generality we assume Po > O.
For Po < J-Lthe only contribution arises from el = e2 = +. With ki = k + p,
k2 = k, k . p = t, ki = Vk2 + p2 + 2pt, ~ = k - J-L,if>:= if>2we find

ImII~~ = - g2 {'XJ d~ (J-L+ Ç)2 t dt 8(po _ if» (1 + J-L+ ~ + Pt)
811" 1-/1- 1-1 1

X 8 (po - V~2 + if>2) [Ve + if>2+ ~6 (po - J-L+ ki - V~2 + if>2)
2V~2 + if>2

+ \~; ~ ~ ~ 6 (PO + J-L- ki - V~2+ if>2) ]. (5.71)

Because of the step function in the second line we have ~ «: J-Lfor Po «: J-L.
Therefore it is sufficient to approximate if>with its value at the Fermi surface,
which wedenote with if>o.Rewriting the delta functions as 6(t - ... ), we find for
P«:J-L

g2 !VP~-r/>~ !I
ImII~~ = -8(po - if>o)-16 d~ (J-L+ ~)2 dt

1I"p -vP~~r/>~ -1

x [(I\: +~) (2J-L - Po + pt + ~+ 1\:) 8(p + Po + ~- K) 8(p - Po - ~ + 1\:) 6(t -lI)
I\: (J-L+ ~)

(K-~)(2J-L+po+pt+~-I\:) - ]+ I\: (J-L+ Ç) 8(p + Po - ~ - 1\:) 8(p - Po + ~+ 1\:) 6(t - t2)

(5.72)

with I\: = V~2 + if>Ô and

- 2J-L(-po - ~ + 1\:) + if>ô - p2 + PÔ - 2pol\:
tl = 2p(J-L + ~) , (5.73)

l2 = 2J-L(po - ~ - 1\:) + if>ô - ~ + PÔ - 2Pol\:. (5.74)
2p(J-L + Ç)

We make the substitution ~ -+ -~ in the term with lI,which leads to

g2 !VP~-r/>~
ImII~~ = -8(po - if>o)-- d~ 8(p + Po - ~ - 1\:) 8(p - Po + ~+ 1\:)

1611"p -vP~-r/>~
x.!. [(4J-L2 - p2 + (Po + 2~)2)( -~ + K) - if>5(2Po + 3~ - 1\:)] . (5.75)

K

The ~-integration is now straightforward, and we find

ImII~~ = -8(po - if>o)8( -Po + Vp2 + if>Ô)

x 2::P VP5 - if>ô (12J-L2- 3p2 + PÔ - if>Ô)
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. / g2~2~2
-8(po - y p2 + ~5)2 (2 0 2)

7r Po - P

X [1 + -6~5P5(P5 - p2) + 3(P5 - p2)3 + ~6(p2 + 3P5)]------------ (5.76)12~2(P5 - p2)2 .
This result is a generalization of the one-loop gluon self energy at zero tempera-
ture in the normal phase given in [77] (see also Sec. 3.2). As in the normal phase,
the leading part of the gluon self energy is of the order g2~2 (for Po,P « IL). In
order to maintain consistency in the following, we shall keep only these leading
terms, since contributions from lower powers of IL might mix with contributions
from diagrams with a higher number of loops. Denoting this approximation
with a tilde, we have

ImfI~~ = -8(p0 - ~o)tt- [8(-PO + ~p2 + ~5)VP6p- ~5

+8(p0 - ~ p2 + ~5)P5 ~ p2 ] . (5.77)

In the following we will refer to this analogon of the HDL approximation as the
"leading order" approximation. ImII~~ is an odd function of Po, therefore the
real part can be calculated with the following dispersion relation6 [167]

RefI~~(po,p) = .!.p rXJ

dwlmfI~~(w,P) ( 1 + 1 ). (5.78)
7r 10 w + Po w - Po

In contrast to the 11, 22, 33 and 88 components of the gluon self energy, the
principal value integral can be performed analytically in this case,

RefIOO = _g2IL2 [8 (~2 _ p2) (1_ V~5- P5 arctan P )
44 7r2 0 _0 P V~5- P5

+8 (P5 - ~5) (1 + VP5 - ~5log IVP~- ~~ - PI)
2p VPo - ~o +p

~6 I~5+ p2 - P5 I]+2(p2 _ P5) log ~5 . (5.79)

As a consistency check, we may extract the Debye mass in the normal and in the
superconducting phase,

•

- lim lim lim RefI~~(Po, p)
p-tO po-tO 4>0-t0

- lim lim RefI~~(po, p)
p-tOpo-tO

(5.80)

(5.81)

6In principle it is not sufficient to take only the part of Eq. (5.67) where el = e2 = + when
computing the real part of the gluon self energy. However, as argued in [167], for Po,p «: IL an-
tiparticles (being always far from the "Fermi surface") only give a constant term in the transverse
gluon self energy, and this constant is the same in the superconducting phase and in the normal
phase (at leading order).
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(5.83)

(5.82)

•

which are the standard results for Nf = 2 [139]. For the other Lorentz compo-
nents of the self energy one finds following the same steps as above

- O' g2p2 . [ ( 2 Po - V)Imll44 = -8(po - 4>0)4rrrP~ 8(p - v) 2pov + 4>0log Po + v

+8(V-P)4>5( ;PP02+10gPO-p)],
Po - P Po + P

- i' g2p2
Imll14 = 8(po - 4>0)4rrp3

x [(<5ii - pipi) ( 8(p - v) (V(P5 - p2 + 4>5)+ 4>5POIOg:~~ ~)

+8(v - P)4>5(2P + Po log Po - p) )
Po +p

.. ( (2 2 2 Po - v)-2p~ß1 8(p - v) v(Po + 4>0)+ 4>oPolog--
Po +v

+8(v - P)4>5((2P~ - ~)p + Po log Po - p) )],
Po - Po + P

where v = VP5 - 4>5.Again the real parts could be obtained analytically via
dispersion relations, but the resulting expressions are rather unwieldy and we
shall refrain from writing them down here.

The off-diagonal components of the gluon self energy can be evaluated in an
analogous way. In place of Bq. (5.75) we find

A 00 g2 lvP~-t/>~Imll = - 8(po - 4>0)- dç 8 (p + Po - ç - ~) 8(p - Po + ç + ~)
4rrp -vP~-t/>~

x!!. (4)5 - (Po + 2ç)(~ - ç») , (5.84)
~

which gives

ImfIoo = -8(po - . Ip2 + 4>Ö)lppo4>;(~2+ p
2
2)/5). (5.85)y. . 7r 0 - P

We observe that in this one-loop result there is a term which is linear in p, but
there is no term of order g2p2. Therefore we have at our order of accuracy

AOOImll = O. (5.86)

In fact this can be seen rather directly from the (el = e2 = +)-component of Bq.
(5.68): if we set d3k -t 2rrp2dçdt we find at the order g2p2 that the integrand is
odd with respect to ç -t -ç, t -t -t, and therefore ~e integral vanishes at this
order. This argument also holds for the real part, Renoo = O. In the same way it
can be shown that TIOi = 0 and Ni = O.
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Figure 5.4: Tadpole diagram with resummed gluon propagator and three-gluon vertex
correction.

This implies that the resummed gluon propagator is diagonal in the color
indices at leading order. Since the three-gluon vertex is antisyrnmetric in the
color indices at tree level, we conclude that the tadpole diagram of Fig. (5.3)
vanishes at the order of our computation. This means that at this order the
expectation value of the gluon field, Eq. (5.58), is not changed by the tadpole
diagram in Fig. (5.3). Therefore the effective chemical potential is determined
completely by the quark part of the color charge density at the order of our
computation, whereas the gluonic part is negligible at this order.

We note that there is no contribution from the tadpole diagram with a ghost
loop. The reason is that there is no direct coupling between quarks and ghosts in
the QCD Lagrangian, therefore the ghost self energy vanishes at the order g2 /1-2,
and the ghost propagator is proportional to the unit matrix in color space at
leading order. Furthermorewe remark that e.g. in covariant or Coulomb gauge
in particular the gauge dependent part of the gluon propagator is diagonal in
the color indices at leading order. Therefore the effective chemical potential is
gauge independent at this order.

5.6.5 Gluon vertex correction (2SC)

We would like to check whether the above result is modified if one replaces
the tree level gluon vertex with the one-loop vertex correction, as shown in Fig.
5.4. We remark that the tadpole diagram in Fig. 5.4 corresponds to a higher
order correction to the jermionic part of the charge density [Eq. (5.64)]. Let us
evaluate the one-loop three-gluon vertex of Fig. 5.4 in the limit where one of the
gluon momenta approaches zero. After taking the trace with respect to Nambu-
Gor'kov, color and flavor indices we find

r~~;= - ~!if:~4 TrD[ - ,tLC+(K1),lG+(K1)'i'Gt(K2)

-2,tLCt(Kd,oGt(Kd,IIG+(K2) - ,tLC-(Kd,oC- (Kd,IIGi) (K2)
-2,tLGi)(K1)r°Gi)(Kd,IIC-(K2) + ,tLg+(Kd,Og-(K1)rIlGi) (K2)

+,tLg-(Kd,og+(K1)rIlCt(K2)] l (5.87)
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rr~~= - J; J it;~4TrD ['yI-'G+(Kd,OG+ (KIhvG+ (K2)

-,tlG-(KIhOG-(KIhvG-(K2) + ,tlS+(Kd,OS-(KIhvG-(K2)
-,tlS-(KIhOS+(KI)rvG+(K2) + ,tlS+(KI)r°G+(KI)rvS-(K2)
-,tlS-(KIhOG-(KI)rvS+(K2) - ,tlG-(Kd,OS+(KI)rvS-(K2)

+,tlG+ (Kd,oS- (KI)rvS+(K2)], (5.88)

rtlOV_ LJ d
4
K Tr [tlG+(K) °G+(K) vG+(K)

484 - -.J3 i(2'n-)4 D' I , I' ° 2

-2,tlGci(KlhOGci(KI)rvG+(K2) - ,tlG-(KIhOG-(KI)rvGO(K2)
+2,tlGo (KI)r°Go (KIhvG-(K2) + ,tlS+(KIhOS-(KI)rvGo(K2)

-,tlS-(KIhOS+(KI)rvGci(K2)], (5.89)

r~~~= - :~ J it;~4TrD [,tlG+(KIhOG+(KI)rvG+(K2)

-4,tlGci(KlhoGci(KI)rvGci(K2) - ,tlG-(KIhoG-(KI)yG-(K2)
+4,tlGo (KlhoGo (KIhvGo (K2) + ,tlS+(KIhoS-(KI)rvG-(K2)
-,tlS-(KIhoS+(KI)yG+(K2) - ,tlS+ (KIhoG+ (Kdy:=;-(K2)
+,tlS-(KIhoG-(KI)rvS+(K2) + ,tlG-(KIhoS+(KI)rv:=;-(K2)

-,tlG+(KIhOS-(KI)rV:=;+(K2)], (5.90)

where KI = K + P and K2 = K. Furthermore one finds the relations

r485 = -r584 = r687 = -r786, rI8I = r282 = r383,

r484 = r585 = r686 = r787. (5.91)

The propagators G~ and G~ in Eqs. (5.87)-(5.90) are defined in Eqs. (5.35) and
(5.36), and S~ is given by [139]

=+("K) - '" '" <Ph(K) P A-e (59 )
~ - - L., L., k2 _ ( _ ekF _ 1(pe j2 -h k ' . 2

h~l~~ ° ~ h,

~-(K) '" '" [if>h(K)]* p Ae (5 )::. = - L., L., k2 _ ( _ ek)2 _ Iif>e12 h k' .93
h=r,l e=~ ° ~ h

(In the following we will assume again 1if>~1 = I<pTI = <pe [139].) In order to
evaluate Eqs. (5.87)-(5.90) we need the following Dirac traces,

T0) = TrD [,tlA~~,O,OA~~,O,VA~~,O],

TtlV = Tr [tlp A-el Op Ae2 VA-e3 0]
(2) D, -hl kl' h2 kl' k2' ,
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One finds

Tr~ = TrD [-ytLP_hIAk":1-yOA~~-y0-yVPh2A~~],

T0) TrD [-ytLA~II -yO-yOPhI A~ -yvp -h2Ak";3] .

00 ( A A)T(l) = oele2 1+ ele3kl . k2 ,

T&\ = 7(f) = OeIe2 (elk~ + e3k~) ,
Tg) = oele2 [Oi

j (1 - ele3kl . k2) + ele3 (k~k~+ k~kO] .

(5.96)

(5.97)

(5.98)

(5.99)

(5.100)

Î
I

T(2)IT(3) and T(4) contain a common factor ~OhIh21 which we do not write in the
following. Then we find

/pOO _ T.0o mOO T.0o
.L(l) - (2) = .1(3) = (4)'

Oi Oi Oi Oi
T(1) = -T(2) = T(3) = -T(4)'

iO '0 '0 '0
T(l) = T(2) = -T(3) = T(4)'

Tg) = TU) = -T[1) = -Tt1).

After performing the energy integration one finds for instance

(5.101)

(5.102)

(5.103)

(5.104)

(5.105)

(5.106)

where kl = k + P, k2 = k, and ~i = eiki - J.L. The integrals can be evaluated in a
similar way as in the previous section. It is easy to see that r~~%(P, 0, - P) van-
ishes at the order 93J.L2. In general (see also [140]) one finds that r~g;(P, 0, - P)
is non-vanishing at the order 93 J.L2 only for those combinations of color indices
where f abc is non-vanishing. In the previous section we have seen that the gluon
propagator is diagonal in the color indices at leading order. Therefore the tad-
pole diagram in Fig. 5.4 also vanishes at this order.
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5.6.6 Mixing with Nambu-Goldstone bosons (2SC)

Thesymmetrybreakingpattemofthe2SCphaseisSU(3)c x U(l)B -+ SU(2) x
Û(l)B [39]. Therefore five massless (would-be) Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons
appear in this phase, which correspond to fluctuations of the diquark conden-
sate. As shown in [136, 137, 138], one finds the following effective action for
gluons, ghosts and NG bosons after integrating out the quarks,

r =!d4x £(g) + ~Tr log (S-l + ,~n~)

! 1 1 1= d4x£(g) + "2TrlogS-1 + "2Tr(S,~n~) - 4Tr(S,~n~S,vœ')

+~Tr (S,~n~S'vnv S,pnp) + ... , (5.107)

where the gluonic part of the Lagrangian is e.g. in covariant gauge given by

(5.108)

where F/:v is the usual field strength of the gluons, c and ë are the (anti- )ghost
fields, and D~b is the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation (see e.g.
[190]). The quark propagator S reads, in the notation of Ref. [138],

and n~is given by

n.~( ) __ . ( w~(x) 0 ) .>4( )
H x, y - Z 0 _(w~)T(x) u x - y .

(5.109)

(5.110)

Here w~ is the (Lie algebra valued) Maurer-Cartan one-form introduced in [136],

(5.111)

where

v ~ exp [i (t,I'OTO + ~1'8B)] (5.112)

parametrizes the coset space SU(3)c x U(1)B/SU(2) x Û(l)B [137], B = (1 +
V3T8)/3 is a generator orthogonal to the one of Û(l)B, and <Paare the NG
bosons. We may expand w~ in powers of the fields,

(5.113)
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where <Pa == <Pa for a = 4, 5, 6, 7 and <Pa == 0 otherwise.
Let us examine the various terms in the effective action (5.107). First consider

the term linear in n, which contains the one-loop gluon tadpole7 (Fig. 5.2). In
principle this term also gives contributions to higher n-point functions, since n
contains arbitrarily high powers of <p. In particular, there is a contribution to
the bosonic self energy, but this effect is negligible at leading order since the
one-loop tadpole [Eq. (5.45)] is only linear in J.L.

The term quadratic in n contains the bosonic self energy. As in section 5.6.5
one finds that at leading order the self energy is diagonal in the color indices.
There are mixed terms between gluons and NG bosons, which could be elimi-
nated by choosing a suitable t'Hooft gauge [138]. This is not necessary for our
purposes, but we note that choosing this t'Hooft gauge would not alter our con-
clusion, since also in the t'Hooft gauge of Ref. [138] the gluon, NG and ghost
propagators are diagonal in the color indices at leading order. The gluon and
NG propagators in the t'Hooft gauge are given explicitly in Eqs. (54) and (55) of
Ref. [138]. At leading order the propagators (and in particular the gauge depen-
dent parts of the propagators) are diagonal in the color indices also without the
unitary transformation in color space that is employed in Ref. [138].

The term quadratic in n also contains new types of three-boson vertices pro-
portional to labo which involve at least one NG boson.

The term cubic in n is only non-vanishing at the order g3 J.L2 for those color
indices where labc i- O.In this thesis we do not consider vertices with more than
three legs, since these would appear only in two-loop tadpole diagràms.

To summarize, we find at leading order as in the previous subsections that
the bosonic propagators are diagonal in the color indices, and that three-boson
vertices of the type V::'~v(P, 0, - P) are non:-zero only for those combinations of
color indices where Iabc i- o. We conclude that the tadpole diagram in Fig. (5.4)
vanishes at the order of our computation, even if we take into account NG
bosons.

5.6.7 Tadpoles with bosonic loops in the CFLphase

In the case ms = 0 the situation for the diagrams in Figs. (5.3), (5.4) is similar to
the 2SC phase. In the CFL phase the one-loop gluon self energy is proportional
to the unit matrix in color space [128] (as in the normal phase). Therefore the
diagram in Fig. 5.3 vanishes identically. For the gluon vertex correction one
finds after taking the trace with respect to Nambu-Gor'kov, color and flavor
indices

r~~;(p,0, -P) = -~: / i~;~4TrD{ ilabc [,~Gt(Kl)'lGt(KäyvGt(K2)

+,JLGï (Kd,oG2 (Kd,vG2(K2) + ,JLGt(KlhoGt(Kd,vGt(K2)

7The cp-tadpole vanishes because the external external momentum of the tadpole diagram is
zero.
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+')'/1C2(Kd,l cï (Kd')'v G2 (K2) + ')'/1Gt(Kd')'o ct (Kd')'VGi (K2)
+')'/1C2(Kd')'oC2(Kd')'vGï (K2) + 6')'/1Gt(KlhoGt(Kd')'vGt(K2)
+6')'/1G2(Kd')'oc2 (Kd')'VG2 (K2) + ')'/1st(Kd')'oS2(Kd')'vGï (K2)
+')'/1S2 (K d')'ost (Kd')'V Gi (K2) - ')'/1st (K d ')'OS2(K I)Y G2 (K2)
-')'/1S2(KlhOst(Kd')'vGt(K2) + ')'/1Sï(Kd')'ost(KdyGt(K2)
+')'/1si (K IhoS2 (K IhV G2 (K2) + ')'/1S2(KI hOst (Kdy Gt (K2)
+')'/1st (KI hOSï (Kd')'v G2 (K2) + 2')'/1S2(Kd')'Ost (Kd')'v Gt (K2)
+2')'/1St(Kd')'OS2 (Kd')'v G2 (K2) + ')'/1Si (Kd')'Oct(Kd')'vS2(K2)
+')'/1Sï(Kd')'OG2 (Klhvst(K2) + ')'/1St(K1 hOct (Kd')'vSï (K2)
+')'/1S2 (Kd')'OC2 (Kd')'vsi (K2) + 2')'/1St (Kd')'OGt (Kd')'vS2 (K2)
+2')'/1S2 (Kd')'OC2 (Kd')'vst(K2) + ')'/132(Kd')'oCï (Kd')'vst (K2)
+')'/1st(Kd')'oGi(Kd')'vS2(K2) - ')'/1S2(Kd')'oC2 (Kd')'vst(K2)
-')'/1st(Kd')'oct(Kd')'vS2(K2) + ')'/1Cï(Kd')'ost (KdyS2 (K2)
+')'/1Gi(KI hOS2 (KI hvst (K2) - ')'/1C2(K I)')'Ost (Kd')'vS2 (K2)
-')'/1ct(Kd')'OS2(Kd')'vst(K2) + ')'/1ct(Kd')'OSï (Kd')'vst(K2)
+')'/1C2(KI)')'OSi(Kd')'vS2 (K2) + ')'/1ct(KI)')'OS2 (Kd')'vSi(K2)
+')'/1C2(Kd')'Ost(Kd')'vSï (K2) + 2')'/1Ct(Kd')'OS2 (Kd')'vst(K2)

+2')'/1G2(KI)')'OSt (KI)')'vS2 (K2)]

+dabc [')'/1Ci(KI)')'OGt(Kd')'VGt(K2)

-')'/1Cï (Kd')'OG2 (KI hV G2 (K2) + ')'/1Gt(KI hO Ci (Kd')'v Gt (K2)
-')'/1C2 (Kd')'OCï (Kd')'vG2 (K2) + ')'/1Gt(Kd')'oct (KdyGt (K2)
-')'/1C2 (Kd')'OC2 (Kd')'vGï (K2) + 6')'/1Gt(K1hOGt (KdyGt (K2)
-6~C2(Kd')'OC2(Kd')'vG2(K2) + ')'/1st(Kd')'OS2 (Kd')'vCï (K2)
-')'/1S2 (Kd')'Ost(Kd')'vGi (K2) - ')'/1st(Kd')'OS2 (Kd')'v C2 (K2)
+')'/1S2(Kd')'Ost(KlhvGt(K2) + ')'/1Sï(K1hOst(KI)')'vGt(K2)
-')'/1Si (Kd')'OS2 (KI hV G2 (K2) + ')'/1S2(Kd')'Ost (KI)y Gt (K2)
-')'/1st(KI)')'OSï(K1hvG2 (K2) + 2')'/1S2(Kd')'ost (Kd')'vGt (K2)
-2')'/1St(Kd')'OS2 (K1hvG2 (K2) + ')'/1si (Kd')'Oct(Kd')'vS2 (K2)
-')'/1Sï(KI)')'OC2 (Klhvst(K2) + ')'/1st(Kd')'Oct(K1hVSï(K2)
-')'/1S2 (Kd')'OC2 (Kd')'vst (K2) + 2')'/1St(KI)')'OCt (KI)')'vS2 (K2)
-2')'/1S2(Kd')'OC2(Kd')'vst(K2) + ')'/1S2(Kd')'OCï (Kd')'vst(K2)
-')'/1st(KI)')'OCi(Kd')'vS2 (K2) - ')'/1S2(Kd')'OC2 (Kd')'vst(K2)
+')'/1st (KI)')'OCt (Kd')'vS2 (K2) + ')'/1Cï(Kd')'Ost(Kd')'vS2(K2)
-')'/1Ci (K1)')'OS2 (Kl)')'vSt(K2) - ')'/1C2(KI )')'Ost (K1)')'vS2 (K2)
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(5.116)

(5.115)

(5.117)

+l'Gt(Kd,ls2(Kd,"(st(K2) + ,JLGt(Kd'lSï(Kd,vst(K2)
-,JLG2(KlhOst(Kd,VS2(K2) + ,JLGt(Kd,oS2(Kd,vst(K2)
-,JLG2 (Kd,Ost(Kd,VSï (K2) + 2,JLGt (Kd,oS2 (K1hvst(K2)

-2,JLG2 (Kd,Ost(KlhVS2 (K2)] }, (5.114)

where KI = K + P, K2 = K, and [128]

:l: ~ ko =f (/1- - ek) :l:e
Gn (K) = ~ k2 _ (/1- _ ek)2 _ </Je (K)2A (kho,

e=:l: ° (n)

,;;,:l:( ) _ ~ </J(n)(K) 'fe( )
~n K - =f~k2_( -ek)2_</Je (K)2A k,s.

e=:l: ° /1- (n)

(As in the 2SC case we have assumed that right-handed and left-handed gap
functions are real and equal up to a minus sign [128].) Here </J(I)is the singlet gap
and </J(2)(=~</J(I) is the octet gap [128, 134]. It is straightforward to show that
in the three-gluon vertex correction r~~;(P, 0, - P) only the term proportional to
labe is non-vanishing at the order g3/1-2.

The structure of effective action for gluons and NG bosons is similar to the
2SC phase [127, 131, 133, 134]. Thus we find that all the three-boson vertices are
proportional to labe at leading order, and all the boson propagators are propor-
tional to Dab. Therefore the tadpole diagram in Fig. 5.4 vanishes also in the CFL
phase.

5.7 Some remarks on the specific heat (outlook)

We would like to conclude this chapter with some remarks on the specific heat
of color superconducting phases. First let us consider the contribution of a
fermionic mode to the specific heat. We assume that the imaginary part of the
fermion self energy is negligible. Ina similar way as in Eq. (4.14) one finds then
the following contribution to the entropy density,

!d3q rXJ dq08nf(qO) .-1
Sferm.=-2 (271-)31_00271" 8T ImlogS(qo+~7J,q) ,

where S is the propagator of the corresponding fermionic modeS. Since we ne-
glect the imaginary part of the fermion self energy, the imaginary part of the
logarithm in Eq. (5.117) gives essentially a step function 8(qo - w(q», where
w(q) is the solution of the dispersion relation S-I(w(q), q) = O. For the specific

8Compared to the notation of chapter 4, we have shifted the energy variable by jj, such that
now the propagator instead of the distribution function depends on jj. This notation is much
more convenient in the context of superconductivity.
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heat we find then [see Eq. (4.12)]

(
ßS) / d3q rXJ

ß2n!(qo)
Cv,ferm. ::= T aT ~ = T (2'71-)3 lw(q) dqo aT2

= / d
3
q ()ßn! (w(q)) = / d

3
q ()ßn! (€(q)) (5.118)

(2n-)3 w q aT - (27r)3 € qaT'

with €(q) = Iw(q)l. For a gapped fermionic mode we have €(q) = ...j(q - J.L)2+ 4>2.
Then one finds that the corresponding contribution to the specific heat is expo-
nentially suppressed, ex: exp( -4>IT). For an ungapped mode one finds the usual
Fermi liquid result, Cv ex: J.L2T, provided that w(q) is analytic in q - J.L.

For a bosonic mode one finds in a similar way (again neglecting the imagi-
nary part of the bosonic self energy)

/

d3q _ ßnb (w(q))
Cv,bos. ::= (27r)3 w(q) aT ' (5.119)

where w( q) is the solution of the respective bosonic dispersion law. For massless
bosons one finds Cv ex: T3, whereas for massive bosons (m »T) the contribution
is exponentially suppressed, ex: exp( -miT).

In the CFL phase all fermionic quasiparticles are gapped. Therefore the
specific heat is is at low temperature dominated by light bosonic excitations
[52], leading to a specific heat proportional to T3• Other color superconducting
phases discussed in the literature have also ungapped fermionic quasiparticles,
leading to a specific heat proportional to J.L2T [57]. E.g., in the 2SC phase the
quarks of color 3 are ungapped. Since they have only couplings with massive
gluons [139], one expects that there will be no anomalous J.L2T log T contribution
to the specific heat [57]. Also for the LaFF phase the specific heat is linear in T,
at least in the NIL model approach [193]. Only for the gapless CFL phase the
specific heat is of the order J.L2..j4>T as a conseqùence of an (almost) quadratic
dispersion relation of one of the fermionic quasiparticles [151].

These results for the specific heat will receive corrections from the energy-
momentum dependence and from the non-vanishing imaginary parts of the self
energies and the gap. These issues certainly deserve further studies, since the
specific heat is of central importance for the cooling behavior of compact stars.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis we have investigated properties of cold dense quark matter. The
initial motivation was the fact that in the core of (some) neutron stars the den-
sity may be high enough for deconfinement of quarks at comparatively small
temperatures.

Inchapters 3 and 4 we have computed the quark self energy and the specific
heat in ultradegenerate QCD. At high density and zero temperature the chromo-
magnetic screening mass vanishes, and quasistatic chromomagnetic fields are
only dynamically screened. These long-range interactions lead to a non-Fermi-
liquid behavior at high density and small temperature. In the quark self energy
the leading result at zero temperature is proportional to g;ff (E- J..L)log(geffJ..L/ (E-
J..L» [see Eq. (3.77)]. Correspondingly, the leading term in the interaction part of
the specific heat is of the order g;ffJ..L2Tlog(geffJ..L/T)[see Eq. (4.163)]. We have
corrected an error in a recent paper [92], in which it was claimed that the lead-
ing term in the interaction part of the specific heat should instead be of the order
g2T3Iog(geffJ..L/T). Furthermore we have performed a perturbative expansion of
the quark self energy and the specific heat in powers of T / (geffJ..L). These expan-
sions contain fractional powers which come from the dynamical screening scale
q '" (g;ffJ..L2qO)I/3. An important application of the results for the specific heat
and the quark self energy is neutrino emission from ungapped quark matter in
neutron stars [57].

Chapter 5 of the thesis has been devoted to color superconductivity. Using
a general gauge dependence identity we have given a formal proof of gauge
independence for the fermionic quasiparticle dispersion relations in a color su-
perconductor. As long as the gauge dependence of the quark self energy can be
neglected, this implies gauge independence of the gap function on the quasipar-
ticle mass shell. The application of gauge dependence identities for gauge the-
ories with spontaneous symmetry breaking at finite temperature has also been
demonstrated in chapter 2 for the Abelian and a non-Abelian Higgs model. We
found furthermore that the spontaneous breaking of global color symmetry in-
duces a non-vanishing expectation value for the gluon field in a color super-
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conductor. This expectation value acts as an effective chemical potential for the
color charge. As shown explicitly in [191] this mechanism ensures color neu-
trality of the color superconducting system. The expectation value of the gluon
field can be computed from the gluon tadpole diagram. We have computed the
leading order tadpole diagrams, both for the 2SC phase and for the CFL phase,
where we have also included a small, but non-vanishing strange quark mass in
the latter case. We have also shown that the expectation value of the gluon field
is at leading order not modi£ied by one-loop tadpole diagrams with resummed
gluon or Nambu-Goldstone boson propagators.

There are several natural continuations of the present work, some of which I
would like to sketch briefly. As mentioned already in Sec. 4.6 one could use the
results of chapters 3 and 4 to compute the cooling behavior of a neutron star with
a normal quark matter component beyond the leading logarithmic accuracy of
Ref. [57]. Still a lot of work has to be done in the field of color superconductiv-
ity. We have computed the gluon tadpole diagrams only for the 2SC and CFL
phases. A straightforward exercise would be the computation ofgluon tadpoles
for other color superconducting phases, and at finite temperature. Itwould cer-
tainly be more challenging to compute higher order corrections to the tadpole
diagram. Probably such a computation will only be possible after higher order
corrections to the gap have been determined consistently. Another important
subject is the speci£ic heat of color superconducting phases, which we briefly
discussed at the end of chapter 5. Also the inhomogeneous color superconduct-
ing (LaFF) phases deserve further studies. In particular it would be interesting
to compute the neutrino emissivity of neutron stars which contain quark matter
in the LOFF phase [57].

It is fair to say that at present our understanding of cold dense quark matter
is still very incomplete. As discussed in the Introduction, the major obstacle is
the fact that lattice simulations at large chemical potential are not possibleso far.
In view of this situation the (semi-)perturbative methods which we have used
in this thesis provide an extremely valuable tool for an (at least) approximate
description of the properties of cold dense quark matter.
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AppendixA

Matsubara sums

In this appendix we shall briefly review some standard techniques for the eval-
uation of Matsubara sums.

For the computation of Feynman diagrams at finite temperature in the imag-
inary time formalism [76, 115] we need the following Matsubara sum in the
bosonic case,

Jb := TL f(ko = 27rinT).
nEZ

(A.I)

(A2)

One can rewrite this sum as a contour integral using the residue theorem. As-
suming that f(ko) is regular along the imaginary axis, one gets

T i ß ßkoJb = -. dko f(ko)- coth-,
27r'L c 2 2

where we have used the relation

Res [ri coth ßko] = 1.
ko=27rinT 2 2

(A3)

(A4)

The contour C consists of the small circles shown in Fig. AI, which enclose the
singularities of the coth at ko = 27rinT. The contour can be deformed to two
verticallines enclosing the imaginary axis, see Fig. AI. In this way we arrive at

1 jiCO 1 jico+e
Jb = 27ri -ioo dko f(ko) + 27ri -ico+e dko (f(ko) + f( -ko» nb(ko).

Here the first term on the right hand side is the vacuum contribution, and the
second term is the thermal contribution involving the Bose-Einstein distribution,

1
nb(ko) = k IT . (AS)e 0 -1

The sum (AI) can be evaluated in a slightly different way by considering
instead of (A2) the object

Jb(T) := ~ J dko f(ko)ekOT nb(ko), (A6)
27r'L Je
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Figure A.l: Integration contours for bosonic Matsubara sums.

which fulfills liInr-+oJb(T) = Jb. Since we have for 0 < T < ß

lim ekOT nb(ko) = 0,
ko-+:f:oo

(A7)

we can add arcs at infinity (loosely speaking) which give no contribution, as-
suming that J(ko) decays sufficiently fast at infinity. In this way we obtain a
new integration contour that pinches the real axis, as shown by the dashed lines
in Fig. AI. Taking the limit T -+ 0+ and assuming that

J(ko - if}) = f*(ko + iT})

(Schwarz reflection principle), we find!

(AB)

(A9)

(A.tO)

1 roo
Jb = -;J-

co
dkonb(ko)ImJ(ko +iT}).

If the function J(ko) fulfills J( -ko) = J(ko), we can rewrite Eq. (A9) as

1100

Jb = - dko (1 + 2nb(ko»ImJ(ko + iT}).
7r 0

We refer to the part of Eq. (AIO) which contains nb as the "nb-part", and to the
other part as the "non-nb-part".

For fermions one finds in place of (A4)

JI :=TL J (ko = 27ri(n + k)T)
nEZ
1 {iOO 1 (iOO+E

= 27ri J-ico dkoJ(ko) - 27ri J-iCO+E dko(f(ko) + J(-ko»nl(ko),

IThe point ko = 0 should be excluded from the integration path.
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and in place of (A.9)

1100

Jf = -- dko nf(ko)lmj(ko + i'fJ),
7r -00

where nf(ko) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution,

At finite chemical potential one has to replace nf(ko) with nf(ko - JL).
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.
Appendix B

HDL/HTL gluon spectral
densities

In this appendix we review the spectral densities of the gluon propagator in the
HDL/ HTL approximation, as given in [76]. From Eq. (3.37) one finds for the
transverse spectral density

1
27rPT(qO, q) = ZT(q) [8(qo - WT(q)) - 8(qo + wr(q))] + ßr(qO, q). (B.I)

Here the dispersion law WT( q) is determined from the pole of the propagator,

WT(q)2 - q2 _ ReII~DL/HTL(wT(q), q) = 0,

and the residue ZT(q) is given by

with the plasma frequency

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.S)

Wp = ../2ï3m, (B.4)

where m is defined inEq. (3.32). For the cut contribution ßr(qO, q) one finds

ßr(qo, q) = m2x(1 - x2)O(1 - x2)/2

x [ (q2(x' -I) _m2 (x2 + X(I; x2) IOgl: ~: I))'
2 4 2 (1 - X2)2]-1

+7r m x 4 '

where x = qo/q. For the longitudinal spectral density one finds from Eq. (3.38)

1
27rPL(qO, q) = ZL(q) [8(qo - wL(q)) - 8(qo + WL(q))] + ßL(qO, q). (B.6)
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Figure B.l: The dispersion laws WT(q) (upper curve) and wL(q) (lower curve) for Wp =
1. (Dotted line: light cone).
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Figure B.2: The residues ZT(q) and ZL(q)for wp = 1. (Dotted line in the left panel: iq,

dotted line in the right panel: ~).

Again the dispersion law WL(q) is determined from the pole of the propagator
[see Eqs. (3.9), (3.38)],

2 + RenHDL/HTL( () ) - 0q . H WL q,q - ,

and the residue ZL(q) is given by
wL(w2 _ q2)

ZL(q) = 2 ( 2 +~ 2 2)'q q Wp - wT

For the cut contribution ßL(qO, q) one finds

ßL(qO, q) = m2x 0(1 - x2)

x [ (q' + 2m2 (1 - ~ log I:~:I))'+ ,,2m'x2r

(B.7)

(B.8)

(B.9)

with x = qo/q.
Fig. B.l shows the dispersion laws WT(q) and WL(q), as determined from Eqs.

(B.2) and (B.7). Fig. B.2 shows the residues ZT(q) and ZL(q) which are given by
Eqs. (B.3) and (B.8).
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AppendixC

Matrix identities

In order to be complete, we give here the proof for two matrix identities which
are needed in the main text.

Proposition 1: For the variation of the determinant of an invertible matrix
M onehas

odetM = (detM) Tr[ologM] = (detM) Tr[M-1oM]. (Cl)

Proof. Using
det M = exp (Tr logM)

wefind
odetM = (detM)o(TrlogM) = (det M) Tr[ologM].

logM can be expanded in a series, for instance about the unit matrix. Under the
trace cyclic permutations of a product of matrices are allowed. Therefore one
has

Tr[ologM) = Tr[M-1oM). o
Proposition 2: For any n x n matrices A, B, C, D (with D invertible) one has

det (~ ~) = det(DA - DBD-1C).

Proof. With the definition

we can write the inverse matrix as

(
AB ) -1 (E EBD-1)

C D = D-1CE B-1AEBD-1 .

A short calculation using this relation shows that

del [ (~~l~ n.(~~f]~del (~ - D~_~-l) = 1,
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where 0 and 1denote the n x n zero and unit matrices, respectively. Therefore
wehave

(AB ) (DE-1 0)clet C D = clet D-1C 1 = clet (DE-I).
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